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Executive Summary
Physiotherapy management is a key element of care for people with cystic fibrosis
(CF). Airway clearance therapy, exercise and inhalation therapy are cornerstones of
treatment and are associated with improved long-term outcomes. As survival
improves, complications of CF such as musculoskeletal pain, urinary incontinence
and cystic fibrosis related diabetes are becoming more apparent and require
physiotherapy management strategies. Physiotherapists are members of the
multidisciplinary CF team throughout the lifespan, from initial diagnosis to the care of
end-stage disease.
Although significant evidence exists to support physiotherapy management in CF,
there is considerable variation in clinical practice across Australia. The need for a
consensus statement which was applicable to the Australian healthcare context was
identified by members of the writing group, in order to support clinicians in delivering
best practice care. The objective of this document is therefore to optimise
physiotherapy management of people with CF in Australia.
The statement provides recommendations for the key areas of physiotherapy
management for patients with CF, including airway clearance therapy, inhalation
therapy, exercise, musculoskeletal management, care of the complex patient,
management of the newly diagnosed patient, transition from paediatric to adult care,
end-of-life care and infection control.
Some of the key recommendations and associated levels of evidence are outlined
below:
1. Airway clearance techniques are a cornerstone of CF care and should be
performed across the lifespan (C).
2. The active cycle of breathing technique, positive expiratory pressure (PEP)
therapy, oscillating PEP and autogenic drainage are effective forms of airway
clearance therapy which may be performed independently (B).
3. Modified postural drainage is recommended in infants and young children where
active participation in airway clearance therapy is not possible (B).
4. Positive expiratory pressure devices can be used whilst nebulising hypertonic
saline, isotonic saline or bronchodilators but are not recommended whilst
nebulising antibiotics or dornase alfa (D).
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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5. Where possible, nebulized medication should be taken via mouthpiece (C).
6. Dornase alfa may be administered before or after airway clearance techniques
with the regimen adapted to each individual. A minimum of 30 minutes should
be allowed between nebulization and commencing airway clearance (B).
7. Exercise is recommended for patients with CF throughout the lifespan (B).
8. Exercise prescription should be tailored to the individual and comply with
established exercise prescription guidelines (B).
9. Prompt assessment and treatment of acute musculoskeletal pain should be
provided (D).
10. Women with CF should be taught preventative / rehabilitative strength and
endurance exercises for the pelvic floor (C).
11. Education by the physiotherapist should begin at diagnosis (D).
12. During the process of transition, paediatric and adult physiotherapists should
communicate directly regarding the detailed aspects of each patient’s
physiotherapy care (D).
13. Non-invasive ventilation is a useful adjunct to airway clearance in patients with
severe disease in whom dyspnoea and fatigue limit airway clearance (B).
14. Patients with CF should undertake an exercise program designed to optimise their
physical function while on the transplant waiting list (D).
15. Physiotherapy treatment at the end of life should be tailored to each patient’s
wishes (D).
16. Patients with different organisms should not carry out airway clearance
physiotherapy together (C).
17. Patients should not share airway clearance therapy or inhalational therapy
equipment under any circumstances (C).
This document will be due for review in 2012. Responsibility for organising the
review process will be taken by the incumbent chairperson of the Australian chapter
of the IPG/CF and country contact person for Australia in the IPG/CF.
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background to the consensus statement
Physiotherapy management is a key element of care for people with cystic fibrosis
(CF). Airway clearance therapy, exercise and inhalation therapy are cornerstones of
treatment and are associated with improved long-term outcomes [1-3]. Although
significant evidence exists to support physiotherapy management in CF, there is
considerable variation in clinical practice. A survey of CF centre physiotherapists
from 19 centres across Australia in August 2006 identified practice variations in
prescription of airway clearance therapy, exercise prescription, use of inhalation
therapy, infection control practices and end-of-life care. At present there are no
detailed recommendations to guide physiotherapy practice in the Australian context.
This consensus statement provides recommendations for the key areas of
physiotherapy management for patients with CF, including airway clearance therapy,
inhalation therapy, exercise, musculoskeletal management, care of the complex
patient, management of the newly diagnosed patient, transition from paediatric to
adult care, end-of-life care and infection control. The recommendations are based on
evidence up to and including 2007. Where there is a lack of strong evidence on which
to base recommendations, consensus of the CF physiotherapy writing group is
provided. Areas where consensus could not be reached are highlighted and the
different management approaches in Australia are presented.

1.2 Purpose and Scope
The objective of this document is to optimise physiotherapy management of people
with CF in Australia.
The purpose of the consensus statement is:
1. To provide recommendations regarding best-practice physiotherapy management
for physiotherapists caring for infants, children and adults with CF
2. To promote physiotherapy management of people with CF that is evidence-based
where possible and reflects the best available knowledge
3. To standardise the physiotherapy care of people with CF across Australian centres
4. To provide a reference tool to support training of physiotherapists in best-practice
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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CF management and to support isolated practitioners who care for people with CF.

1.3 Consultation Process
August 2005
The need for an Australian consensus statement was identified at a meeting of the
Australian Chapter of the International Physiotherapy Group for CF (IPG/CF
Australia) which was held at the 5th Australian and New Zealand Cystic Fibrosis
Conference in Adelaide. Dr Brenda Button, the IPF/CF country contact
physiotherapist for Australia, was appointed as the Chairperson of the committee.
Preliminary discussion of topics to be included was undertaken.
January to July 2006
All known physiotherapists working in CF care were invited via email to participate
in the development of the consensus statement. Topics were selected and refined into
seven groups. Topic areas were allocated to contributors and volunteers appointed as
group leaders. Initial literature searches were performed.
September 2006
Members of the writing group attended a consensus workshop in Melbourne. Surveys
were conducted in each topic area to identify areas where there is consensus in
clinical practice and areas where clinical practice differs between centres.
September 2006 – February 2007
The first draft of each section was prepared by the writing groups and circulated to the
whole group for comment and revision
February – May 2007
The second draft of each section completed by each writing group, incorporating
comments from all members
June – July 2007
The document compiled into one editorially-consistent text by the editor. Draft of
complete document was circulated to group for review prior to the next meeting
August 2007
All group members were invited to attend a workshop held in conjunction with the 7th
Australian and New Zealand Cystic Fibrosis Conference, Sydney. Areas of
disagreement and concern were highlighted and discussed. Feedback was sought from
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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group members on all sections of the document, particularly recommendations.
Feedback was incorporated into draft.

November – December 2007
The draft document was offered to stakeholders for comment. These included CF
physicians Australia-wide, CF consumers and advocates, and expert physiotherapists
who were not part of the writing group.
January – March 2008
Comments and feedback from stakeholders were incorporated into the final version of
the statement. Final consultation with writing group members was undertaken.

1.4 Methods
The literature search for this document was conducted using electronic databases
including MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE and PEDro. Manual search of reference
lists and conference proceedings were undertaken. Searches were limited to articles in
English. Literature up to and including 2007 was included. Given the limited evidence
available for many areas of physiotherapy practice, both randomised controlled trials
and research conducted with less robust designs were included.
The available evidence was categorised according to the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute (NHLBI) categories [4] and are listed in Table 1.
The recommendations were formulated by consensus amongst the writing group,
made up of physiotherapists with clinical experience in the management of patients
with cystic fibrosis. Areas where consensus was not achieved are stated and the
alternative management practices are outlined.
The consensus statement will be disseminated amongst physiotherapists working in
CF centres throughout Australia in hard copy and CD ROM. They will also be made
available on the Cystic Fibrosis Australia website.

1.5 Review process
This document will be due for review and updating in 2012. The process will be
coordinated by the incumbent chairperson of the Australian chapter of the IPG/CF and
the contact physiotherapist for the IPG/CF in Australia. Prior to this update, an
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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evaluation of the document will be undertaken via a survey of physiotherapy practice
across all centres in Australia. Update of the document will incorporate the findings of
the evaluation as well as new evidence from the scientific literature.
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Table 1: Levels of Evidence: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
categories (reference)
NHLBI
category

Sources of evidence

Definition

A

Randomised controlled Evidence is from endpoints of well-designed
trials (RCTs). Rich RCTs that provide a consistent pattern of
body of data.
findings in the population for which the
recommendation is made. Category A requires
substantial numbers of studies involving
substantial numbers of participants

B

Randomised controlled Evidence is from endpoints of intervention
trials (RCTs). Limited studies that include only a limited number of
body of data.
patients, posthoc or sub-group analysis of RCTs,
or meta-analysis of RCTs. In general, Category
B pertains when few randomised trials exist,
they are small in size, they were undertaken in a
population that differs from the target population
of the recommendation, or the results are
somewhat inconsistent.

C

Non randomised trials. Evidence is from outcomes of uncontrolled or
Observational studies. non randomised trials or from observational
studies

D

Panel consensus
judgment.

This category is used only in cases where the
provision of some guidance was deemed
valuable but the clinical literature addressing the
subject was deemed insufficient to justify
placement in one of the other categories. The
Panel Consensus is based on clinical experience
or knowledge that does not meet the above-listed
criteria

Reference: NHLBI/WHO Workshop Report. Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease
(GOLD): Global strategy for the diagnosis, management, and prevention of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. National Institutes of Health / National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute April 2001
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1.6 Disclosure statement
Development of the consensus statement was funded in part by unrestricted
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Cystic Fibrosis Australia supported the editorial role of Dr Holland. These funding
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2 Airway Clearance Techniques
2.1 Rationale for Airway Clearance Techniques in Cystic
Fibrosis
Cystic fibrosis is a genetic, life-limiting disorder. Obstruction of exocrine glands by
viscous secretions causes pathological change in a range of body systems. In the lungs
this is manifest as abnormal mucus secretion in the airways, which is responsible for
persistent infection and inflammation. This process is the major contributing factor to
severe airway damage and deteriorating lung function. The thickness and amount of
airway secretions overwhelm the body’s normal mucus transport mechanisms and
therefore treatment methods that improve mucus clearance are considered essential in
optimising respiratory status and slowing the progression of lung disease.
Chest physiotherapy has been defined as ‘the external application of a combination of
forces to increase mucus transport’ [5]. Because the aim of these techniques is to clear
sputum from the airway, and to encompass the range of modern techniques available,
modern chest physiotherapy is usually referred to by the generic term of ‘airway
clearance techniques’ [6].
Airway clearance techniques (ACTs) are usually commenced as soon as the diagnosis
of CF is made, often soon after birth. In infants airway clearance techniques are
performed by the parents, however as children grow older they are taught techniques
that can be performed independently of an assistant [7]. Patients are required to
undertake this treatment both during acute exacerbations and prophylactically
between infections [8].
It has been stated that ‘physiotherapy has a major influence in limiting the adult
consequences of CF’ [9] p240. This is based on the assumption that airway clearance
techniques have both short-term beneficial effects, and are able to slow the rate of
pulmonary deterioration over time. A Cochrane review has concluded that airway
clearance techniques have short-term beneficial effects on mucus transport in CF
however there was no evidence regarding long-term effects [10]. One uncontrolled
study has evaluated the effects of withdrawing airway clearance for three weeks and
found a detrimental effect on lung function [1]. Beyond this study there is little
evidence regarding the long-term efficacy of ACT versus no treatment. Due to the
ethical concerns regarding the withholding of such a well-established treatment it is
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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now considered unlikely that such a trial could be conducted, especially in adults with
established lung disease [6].
A recent Consensus Conference Report on Cystic Fibrosis Adult Care describes
airway clearance as a ‘cornerstone’ of treatment [11] p5S. As such it is the role of
physiotherapists to ensure that the airway clearance techniques prescribed have a
sound basis in physiology and can be effectively performed across the lifespan. This
chapter discusses the various airway clearance techniques that a physiotherapist may
perform or prescribe for a person with CF.

2.2 Active Cycle of Breathing Technique
The active cycle of breathing technique (ACBT) consists of breathing control (BC),
thoracic expansion exercises (TEEs) and the forced expiration technique (FET) [12].
Studies using the ACBT have shown it to be an effective technique for the
mobilisation and clearance of secretions [13]. It is not further improved by the
adjuncts of positive expiratory pressure [14], oscillating positive expiratory pressure
[15, 16] or mechanical percussion [17]. An improvement in lung function following
the instigation of the ACBT has been shown [18].
Physiotherapy practice
During the ACBT, BC is followed by TEE. Breathing control is then repeated
followed by the FET. The entire ACBT is repeated until the huff sounds dry and is
non-productive, or it is time for a rest. A minimum of ten minutes in a productive
position is recommended. If more than one position is needed, two positions are
usually sufficient for one treatment session. The total treatment time is between ten
and thirty minutes. A full description of the ACBT can be found in Appendix 1.
The ACBT regimen is flexible and adapted to suit the individual. The ACBT should
never be uncomfortable or exhausting and the huff should never be violent. The
sitting position alone is often effective and adherence to treatment is frequently better
than with other positions. In some people other gravity assisted positions may be
indicated. In non-CF bronchiectasis it has been shown that the horizontal, side lying
position is as effective as the head down tipped position and preferred by patients,
who report fewer side effects such as head ache and sinus pain [19]. The ACBT can
be used independent of an assistant and in any position. If an assistant is present, chest
percussion or vibration can be combined with TEE.
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The ACBT is widely applicable in CF. It can be performed by all patients who can
follow instructions and is useful in all stages of disease. The ACBT is a useful
treatment option in patients where other techniques are contraindicated (eg
haemoptysis). In patients with a small pneumothorax treated conservatively (no
intercostal drain), breath holds (inspiratory pauses) are not recommended (D).

2.3 Autogenic Drainage
Autogenic drainage (AD) is a technique based on the principle of reaching the highest
possible airflow in different generations of bronchi by controlled breathing [20]. It
was introduced by Chevallier [21], as a result of the observation that children with
difficult asthma frequently cleared more sputum during breathing exercises, playing,
laughing or spirometry than they did during conventional chest physiotherapy. One of
the aims of AD is to avoid airway closure that may be caused by coughing and forced
expiratory manoeuvres [22].
Autogenic drainage has three phases. During the ‘unstick’ phase, breathing takes
place at low lung volumes in order to unstick peripheral mucus. This is followed by
the ‘collect’ phase, where the mucus is collected from the middle airways by
breathing at tidal volume level. In the final ‘evacuate’ phase, breathing takes place at
higher lung volumes in order to evacuate secretions from the central airways. A full
description of AD can be found in Appendix 2.
Greater expiratory flow rates are generated in smaller airways with AD compared to
forced expirations [23]. Short-term studies have shown that AD is as effective as
postural drainage and percussion [24], oscillating PEP [25] and the ACBT [26].
Physiotherapy practice
Autogenic drainage is not an easy technique to learn for either patient or therapist. A
physiotherapist wanting to use this technique should attend an AD course or spend
time with a physiotherapist experienced in teaching AD. Autogenic drainage requires
a patient that is ‘in tune’ with their body and can sense the location of the mucus.
Considerable patience is required when learning and undertaking AD as it can be time
consuming.
Autogenic drainage aims to prevent airway collapse and reduce limitation to
expiratory flow [27]. As such it is likely to be useful in patients who have unstable
airways or evidence of airway hyperreactivity [28]. Some patients become air-hungry
The Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand
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when breathing at low lung volumes. These patients may need to take a normal
resting breath and then return to breathing close to residual volume.
This technique may be adapted for infants and young children, where it is known as
assisted AD. The therapist places their hands on the child’s chest to manually increase
expiratory flow and prolong expiration towards residual volume [29]. These thoracic
compressions are carried out gently, following the child’s breathing pattern and
stabilising the abdominal wall. Excessive force and discomfort must be avoided as the
child will resist the manoeuvres if uncomfortable.

2.4 Positive Expiratory Pressure (PEP) Therapy
Positive expiratory pressure (PEP) therapy is defined as breathing with a positive
expiratory pressure of 10 – 20 cmH2O [30]. The theoretical rationale for the use of
PEP therapy is that in the presence of small airway obstruction caused by secretion
retention, the relative resistance to airflow in collateral channels will be reduced. The
application of positive pressure to the airway will allow an increased volume of air to
accumulate behind the obstruction, and the pressure gradient across the sputum plug
will force secretions centrally toward the larger airways, from where they can be
expectorated [31, 32]. It is proposed that PEP is also effective through increasing the
volume in neighbouring lung units, which in turn provide an outward pull on the
obstructed unit, allowing re-expansion and improved airflow [33]. Improvement in
gas mixing and oxyhaemoglobin saturation following PEP support this rationale [34].
In an early study by Falk et al [32], PEP was shown to be superior to postural
drainage in terms of sputum clearance. In comparison to conventional chest
physiotherapy over a twelve month period, McIlwaine et al [35] found PEP to be
superior to conventional chest physiotherapy in children. Over a twelve month period,
McIlwaine [36] found a significantly greater rate of decline in lung function in
children using oscillating PEP compared to PEP whereas Newbold [37] found no
significant difference in decline of lung function between adults using the two
therapies. A Recent Cochrane review concluded that PEP was no more or less
effective than other forms of airway clearance and that there was some evidence of
patient preference for PEP over other techniques [38].
Physiotherapy Practice
Positive expiratory pressure therapy can be delivered through a face mask or a
mouthpiece. A noseclip may be necessary during the training phase for mouthpiece
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PEP. In both systems, PEP is created by exhaling through a narrow opening,
providing resistance to expiration. The resistor should provide a steady PEP of 1020cmH20 during the middle of expiration. The technique to be used with PEP is
described in Appendix 3.

Contraindications: The use of PEP therapy is contraindicated where there is an
undrained pneumothorax.
Precautions to PEP therapy include inability to tolerate an increased work of
breathing, raised intracranial pressure, haemodynamic instability, recent facial, oral or
oesophageal surgery, acute sinusitis, active haemoptysis, middle ear pathology, and
drained pneumothorax [39].

2.5 High Pressure PEP
High pressure PEP therapy is a modification of PEP therapy which includes a full
forced expiration against a fixed mechanical resistance [40]. This method uses the
same PEP system as PEP therapy (Astra Tech, Denmark). The theoretical rationale for
high pressure PEP is that the forced expiration against a marked resistive load will
squeeze air from hyperinflated lung units into unobstructed and atelectatic lung units.
The back pressure from the stenosis effects a homogenised slow expiratory
evacuation of all lung units. The reduced airflow velocity is counterbalanced by the
effects of dynamic airway bronchial compression.
The expiratory resistance is individually determined by connecting the PEP set-up to a
pneumotachograph and performing a series of forced vital capacity manoeuvres with
different resistors. The resistor that provides the greatest increase in forced vital
capacity (FVC) over baseline values, along with a sustained plateau in expiratory
flow, is chosen for use during treatment [40].
Studies on the use of high pressure PEP have been limited and only conducted at one
centre. Existing evidence shows that high pressure PEP is of benefit in both the short
and long term with improved sputum clearance, lung function and a reduction in
hyperinflation [28, 41, 42].
Physiotherapy practice
High pressure PEP is effective in patients with collapsible airways, tracheomalacia,
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bronchomalacia or respiratory muscle weakness. The technique for high pressure PEP
is described in Appendix 4.
Contra-indications to high pressure PEP include pneumothorax, cardiac disease, frank
haemoptysis, lung surgery and asthma. High pressure PEP is not recommended for
patients who are exhausted and are unable to meet the demands of this energyconsuming technique.

2.6 Bottle PEP
Bottle PEP is a form of PEP therapy which is intended to promote collateral
ventilation and increase functional residual capacity (FRC), recruit obstructed or
collapsed airways, improve gas exchange and assist in the central mobilisation of
pulmonary secretions [33, 43, 44].
Bottle PEP consists of plastic tubing surrounded by a column of water. During
expiration through the tubing the water creates positive pressure which is transmitted
through the tubing to the airways. The amount of PEP achieved is dependent on the
depth of water, diameter of tubing and patient expiratory flow rate. An advantage of
bottle PEP is that it can be assembled from equipment commonly available in a
hospital setting and is therefore inexpensive. Instructions for assembling bottle PEP
can be found in Appendix 5.
Physiotherapy Practice
To date there have been no studies specifically evaluating the efficacy of bottle PEP.
The indications, dosage, contraindications and precautions for bottle PEP are assumed
to be the same as those for PEP therapy. An additional precaution for bottle PEP is its
use in patients who are at risk from drinking water and who cannot reliably follow
instructions (commonly those on a fluid restriction or at risk of aspiration).
Given that bottle PEP provides a wet environment in which bacterial growth might
readily occur, care must be taken with infection control. Water should be replaced
after each session with the bottle and tubing rinsed and air-dried. The bottle and
tubing should be replaced regularly (D).

2.7 Oscillating PEP
Oscillating PEP refers to a variety of devices that combine PEP and oscillation of
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airflow. The addition of oscillation is thought to loosen secretions and thus facilitate
airway clearance [45]. When the resonance frequency of the pulmonary system is
achieved, the pressure variations are amplified, maximising the vibrations of the
airway wall. The three most commonly used devices are the Flutter®, the Acapella®
and the RC-Cornet®.
Contraindications to oscillating PEP are frank haemoptysis and undrained
pneumothorax.
Precautions: Caution should be exercised in patients who are unable to tolerate an
increased work of breathing, those with raised ICP, haemodynamic instability, recent
facial, oral or oesophageal surgery, acute sinusitis or middle ear pathology [39].

2.7.1 The Flutter®
The Flutter® is a pipe-shaped device consisting of a mouthpiece and a small ball
which occludes the opening of a plastic cone. When the patient exhales into the
device, positive expiratory pressure is generated. When this pressures reaches 10 – 25
cmH2O, the ball rises and expiratory pressure drops. The rise and fall of the ball and
its movement along the surface of the cone creates an oscillatory vibration of the air
within the airways many times a second throughout exhalation.
Of all the oscillating PEP devices available, the Flutter® has been the most
thoroughly studied. Short term trials indicate that the Flutter® is at least as effective
as other ACTs [25, 46-49] and that it significantly reduces sputum viscoelasticity
[25]. Long-term data are less conclusive. In a one-year randomised controlled trial
comparing the Flutter® with the PEP mask in children with CF, greater deterioration
in lung function and increased rate of hospitalisation was seen in the Flutter® group
[36]. However, a more recent study over 13 months showed no difference in lung
function between groups randomly assigned to PEP or Flutter® [37].
Physiotherapy practice:
The Flutter® produces a range of oscillation frequencies between 2-32 Hz. Only
frequencies between 8 – 16 Hz have been found to be useful for airway clearance
[45]. The frequency can be modulated by changing the inclination of the device either
slightly up (higher frequency) or slightly down (lower frequency). The performance
of the Flutter® is gravity-dependent such that the device must be positioned upright in
order to produce oscillation. It therefore requires practice and skill to use the Flutter®
in positions other than sitting. Because of the complexity of the technique, children
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may need supervision to use the Flutter® effectively. The technique for Flutter® is
described in Appendix 6.

2.7.2 Acapella®
The Acapella® combines the principles of high frequency airflow oscillation and PEP
by employing a counterweighted lever and magnet. During expiration, air passes
through a cone, which is intermittently occluded by a plug attached to a lever. A dial
at the distal end of the device adjusts the proximity of the magnet and
counterweighted plug, thereby adjusting the frequency, amplitude and mean pressure
of airflow through the device.
It is known that the in vitro pressure and frequency characteristics of the Acapella®
are similar to those of the Flutter® [50]. However, there are limited data regarding its
clinical efficacy. In a randomised cross-over trial of ACBT versus Acapella® in
bronchiectasis, no differences were found between weight of sputum expectorated,
although a greater proportion of patients preferred the Acapella® [51].
Physiotherapy practice
The Acapella® produces a PEP range of 7-35 cmH20, and a frequency of airflow
oscillation of 0-30Hz. Adjusting the dial clockwise increases the resistance of the
vibrating orifice, which will allow the patient to exhale at a lower flow rate and with
increased PEP. The Acapella® is not gravity-dependent and can be used in any body
position. The technique for Acapella® is described in Appendix 6.

2.7.3 RC-Cornet®
The RC Cornet® consists of a mouthpiece, a hose contained within a semicircular
tube and a sound damper. During exhalation, a kink is produced in the hose which
moves along the length of the tube, producing PEP and airflow oscillation. Twisting
the mouthpiece alters the pressure and flow. By changing from positions one through
four, the twist on the hose is increased, thereby creating a larger pressure oscillation.
There is currently very limited evidence available regarding use of the RC Cornet® in
CF, with only abstracts available in the literature. At present expert clinical opinion
suggests that the RC Cornet® may be used in a similar manner to other oscillating
PEP devices.
Physiotherapy practice
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The RC Cornet® can be held at any angle during treatment, so it may be used with the
patient in sitting or in recumbent positions. The technique for RC Cornet is described
in Appendix 6.

2.8 Postural Drainage
2.8.1 Postural Drainage in gravity-assisted positions
Postural drainage was first introduced for the treatment of CF in the 1950’s and
remained the cornerstone of therapy until the 1980’s. Postural drainage consists of
placing the patient in a position that allows gravity to assist in draining mucus from
the periphery of the lungs. Usually 6-12 postural drainage positions are used
depending upon which lobes or segments of the lung are to be drained. The
recognised positions were published in 1950 [52].
Many studies use postural drainage as the comparison for the ‘newer’ techniques.
Reisman et al [53] reported postural drainage to be superior to the forced expiration
technique in terms of maintaining FEV1. Beneficial effects of postural drainage on
sputum clearance have been reported [54, 55]. However, Mortensen et al [56]
demonstrated no advantage of postural drainage over PEP. Lannefors et al [57]
reported maximal clearance from the dependent lung region during postural drainage
using imaging and inhaled radiolabelled particles, indicating that gravity is not the
only factor influencing mucus clearance during postural drainage.
A growing body of research has challenged the efficacy and safety of the traditional
treatment of head-down postural drainage in infants. Gastro-oesophageal reflux
(GOR) is common in infants, children and adults with CF [58-60]. A number of
studies have demonstrated provocation of GOR during head-down tilted postural
drainage in infants, children and adolescents with CF [58, 61, 62]. One study from the
UK did not reproduce these results in infants; however the head-down position
utilised was not as acute, older infants were studied and they avoided the prone head
down tilted position [63]. A long-term study has shown that infants with CF who
performed postural drainage had significantly worse lung function and more
radiological changes at five years compared to those who did not use head-down tilt
[64]. The association between GOR, postural drainage and reduced respiratory
function has not yet been demonstrated in adults.
Other negative effects attributable to postural drainage have also been documented.
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Increased dyspnoea related to positions using head-down tilt has been reported
compared to when the same treatment is performed in horizontal positions [19].
Oxyhaemoglobin desaturation during postural drainage with FET has been
demonstrated [65], although other authors stated that they were able to prevent
desaturation in a group of CF subjects with similar disease severity by incorporating
periods of relaxed breathing [66].
Physiotherapy practice
Postural drainage in gravity-assisted positions should not be used in infants with CF
or in patients of any age with symptoms of GOR [58, 61, 62]. There is no consensus
as to whether postural drainage has a role in management of other patients. The
majority of Australian centres no longer use postural drainage incorporating headdown tilt in any patients with CF. It is generally accepted that other ACTs are at least
as effective and have fewer risks.
If postural drainage is employed, careful individual assessment should be used to
establish whether gravity assisted drainage positions are of clinical benefit. Some
patients may not be able to tolerate the recognised positions and therefore a
comfortable position in which effective breathing techniques can be carried out is
likely to be most beneficial. It is inappropriate to use gravity assisted positions
immediately following meals. Caution should be exercised in the presence of cardiac
failure, severe hypertension, cerebral oedema, aortic and cerebral aneurysms, severe
haemoptysis, abdominal distension or after recent surgery or trauma to the head or
neck.

2.8.2 Modified postural drainage
Modified postural drainage involves positioning for airway clearance without use of
head-down tilt. The recommended positions for infants include:
•

supine 30o head up

•

prone horizontal

•

left and right horizontal side lying

•

upright chest position for apical segment of upper lobe, leaning against
therapist/carer shoulder and avoiding slumped sitting which increases intraabdominal pressure [58].

The available evidence suggests that modified postural drainage is at least as
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efficacious as positions that use head-down tilt and is superior to traditional postural
drainage in infants. In a five year follow up of infants randomized to either standard
postural drainage or modified postural drainage, the modified group had fewer
radiological changes and significantly better lung function at 6 years of age [64]. In an
adult study comparing treatment in head down versus horizontal positions, there was
no difference in amount of sputum expectorated, but patients reported fewer side
effects in horizontal positions [19].
Physiotherapy practice
In infants and small children when active participation is not possible, modified PD is
the optimal treatment choice [64]. The infant’s head should be well supported,
avoiding shaking movements during treatment which has been associated with
adverse outcomes in premature infants [67]. Treatment should be commenced at least
1- 2 hours after a feed. A maximum of 20 minutes per treatment session is
recommended.

2.9 Percussion and vibration
Percussion (or chest clapping) involves clapping of the chest wall at a frequency of
approximately 3-6 Hz in order to produce an energy wave, which is transmitted
through the chest wall to the airways [5]. Percussion is a useful technique to help
mobilise mucus and may stimulate increased tidal volumes and coughing in infants
and children. It is performed using a cupped hand with a rhythmical flexion and
extension action of the wrist. In adults percussion can be done with one or two hands.
In infants percussion is performed using two or three fingers of one hand.
Vibrations involve shaking of the chest wall. The hands are placed on the chest wall
and during expiration, a vibratory action in the direction of the normal movement of
the ribs is transmitted through the chest wall. Vibration produces a lower frequency of
oscillation than percussion but produces higher expiratory flow rates than PEP or
oscillating PEP [68]. These effects may increase mucus transport.
The clinical effects of percussion and vibration on airway clearance are unclear.
Sutton and colleagues [69] did not find any increase in tracheobronchial clearance
when manual percussion and vibration were added to postural drainage [69].
However, addition of percussion and vibration to a regimen that included postural
drainage and the active cycle of breathing technique resulted in significant
improvement in the FEV1/FVC ratio on the day following treatment compared to
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treatment which did not include these manual techniques [70]. Percussion may
increase hypoxemia [32] but this may be prevented if combined with thoracic
expansion exercises [66]. A literature review by Gallon [71] suggests that percussion
is only indicated in patients with excessive sputum production.
Physiotherapy practice
Percussion and vibrations are used as an adjunct to postural drainage. Percussion
should never be uncomfortable and should be done over a layer of clothing or other
cushioning fabric to avoid sensory stimulation of the skin. Single-handed chest
clapping is advocated if self treatment is advised. If the physiotherapist is concerned
that percussion may cause hypoxemia, the patient should be monitored with a pulse
oximeter. Vibrations should never be uncomfortable and should be adapted to suit the
individual patient. Percussion and vibrations should be used when patients are unable
to participate actively in airway clearance therapy and require passive treatment (D).
Contraindications: Patients with severe osteoporosis, frank haemoptysis, fractured
ribs and chest injuries. Rib fractures were reported in a neonate with hyaline
membrane disease following percussion [72].
Precautions: Caution should be used in patients with hyper-reactive airways, severe
bronchospasm and osteopenia.

2.10 Other airway clearance techniques
High frequency chest wall oscillation and intrapulmonary percussive ventilation are
alternative airway clearance techniques which are commonly used in the United
States and Europe respectively. These techniques are not currently used in clinical
practice in Australia. The evidence and indications for these techniques are presented
in this section. Given the lack of clinical experience with, and access to, these
techniques in Australia, no recommendations are made regarding their use.

2.10.1

High Frequency Chest Wall Oscillation (HFCWO)

High frequency chest wall oscillation (HFCWO) is a patient-delivered form of airway
clearance therapy consisting of an inflatable vest and an air-pulse generator. It is also
known as high frequency chest compression (HFCC). The vest inflates to a nearly
constant background pressure with a superimposed frequency of air pressure
oscillations throughout inspiration and expiration [73]. It has been proposed that
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HFCWO assists sputum removal by increasing air flow at low lung volumes;
increasing expiratory flow bias, resulting in an increased annular flow of mucus
toward the mouth; and decreasing viscoelasticity of mucus by reducing cross-linking
[74].
The majority of evidence suggests that HFCWO is at least as effective as
conventional chest physiotherapy in terms of sputum clearance and lung function
parameters [75-79]. Sputum clearance with HFCWO is reported to be similar to PEP
therapy [78] however other authors report that it is less effective than ACBT [80].
Physiotherapy practice
High frequency chest wall oscillation is usually commenced at low pressures and
frequencies and then increased to therapeutic optimum as the patient tolerates.
Different devices allow a different range of oscillation and frequency settings. The
HFCWO should be paused approximately every five minutes for huffing and
coughing. In Australia, HFCWO has only recently become available but due to the
high cost of this equipment in comparison to other airway clearance techniques it has
not yet entered clinical practice.
Contraindications: Unstable neck injury, port being accessed under vest, pulmonary
embolism, lung contusion, current haemoptysis, haemodynamic instability, rib
fractures, large pleural effusion or empyema.
Precautions: End stage disease (end expiratory volume may fall below closing
capacity), port under the vest (not currently accessed), recent oesophageal surgery,
distended abdomen, bronchospasm, osteoporosis, coagulopathy [81].

2.10.2

Intrapulmonary Percussive Vibration (IPV)

Intrapulmonary Percussive Ventilation (IPV) consists of an open breathing circuit
with a pressure-flow converter and a high output nebuliser. During IPV, high
frequency minibursts of gas (at 100-300 cycles/min) are superimposed on the
patient’s own respiration at pressures of 5-35 cmH20. The driving pressure and
frequency are individually titrated to patient comfort and thoracic movement. Three
forms of therapy are provided during IPV; percussive oscillatory vibrations to loosen
retained secretions, high-density aerosol delivery to hydrate viscous mucus plugs, and
positive expiratory pressure (PEP) to recruit alveolar lung units.
Current evidence suggests that IPV is at least as effective as postural drainage and
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percussion in patients with CF [76, 82, 83]. It has similar short-term efficacy to the
Flutter® [84]. More research is needed to evaluate the long-term efficacy of IPV in
comparison to modern airway clearance techniques.
Physiotherapy practice
Intrapulmonary Percussive Ventilation is not currently in use in Australia, despite
much experience with its use in Europe. The cost of the equipment required is likely
to remain a barrier to its use in the short-term.
Contraindications: Non-drained pneumothorax

2.11 Physical Exercise as Airway Clearance
Physical exercise that increases minute ventilation leads to the mobilisation of
pulmonary secretions and enhances airway clearance [57, 85-87]. Some people with
mild lung disease and good lung function use exercise together with forced expiration
(huffing), coughing and expectoration as stand-alone airway clearance therapy. Others
with more extensive lung disease and larger volumes of sputum use exercise as an
adjunct to a formal airway clearance therapy regimen.
A transient increase in FEV1 and peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) following exercise
has been demonstrated in CF [88-90], suggesting that exercise may result in increased
flow transients and bronchodilation. This may facilitate the clearance of secretions
and improve ventilation. Coughing induced by exercise also contributes to its
effectiveness as an airway clearance technique [91]. A meta-analysis including 53
subjects and three trials found that the addition of exercise to ACTs resulted in a
significant increase in FEV1 compared to ACT alone [92]. Whether exercise can be
used as an alternative to ACTs is less clear. In hospitalised subjects with CF,
treatment using conventional chest physiotherapy resulted in greater weight of
expectorated sputum than exercise alone [86]. In contrast, Cerny and colleagues [91]
found that there were no differences in expectorated sputum weight or lung function
in hospitalised subjects who performed ACT alone or exercise alone. One crossover
trial has compared the effects of exercise, gravity-assisted drainage and PEP on
mucus clearance using inhaled radioactive tracer [57]. All treatments incorporated the
FET. Although there were no statistically significant differences between the
treatments, there was a trend to lower mucus clearance following the exercise
treatment.
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Physiotherapy Practice
Clinically, physical exercise is used as an ACT to achieve the following:
•

mobilise mucus

•

open up collapsed or plugged airways by increasing ventilation

•

increase expiratory flow which loosens mucus from the airway wall via shear
forces

•

increase resting lung volumes

•

increase regional ventilation via gravitational effects by exercising in different
positions such as upright, sitting, supine, side lying or prone lying

Patients with milder lung disease often prefer to carry out physical exercise before
airway clearance therapy as it mobilises secretions and makes airway clearance
therapy more effective, where as those with advanced bronchiectasis and large
volumes of daily sputum need to do airway clearance therapy before being able to
enjoy exercise.
Suitable forms of exercise to promote mucociliary clearance include: walking,
running, jogging, horse riding, swimming, bicycling, rowing, dancing, martial arts,
step training, stair climbing, skipping, trampoline jumping, sailing, water and snow
skiing, snow boarding, surfing and other whole-body, sustained forms of exercise.
Team sports such as hockey, soccer, football, basketball, netball, polo etc combine all
the physiological benefits of exercise while incorporating group and social activity
which in turn promote regular participation in physical exercise.
Forced expirations and expectoration should always be interspersed with physical
exercise in order to optimise airway clearance therapy. More detail regarding exercise
assessment and prescription can be found in Chapter 4.

2.12 Clinical Decision Making regarding Airway Clearance
Techniques
There are a number of evidence based airway clearance techniques available for use
in cystic fibrosis. In order to maximise adherence and physiotherapist / patient cooperation, it is recommended that an appropriate individualised physiotherapy
program is developed using sound clinical reasoning and input from the patient and
their family. The individualised program should include airway clearance and
emphasise the importance of physical activity. Clinical and social factors that will
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influence the decision about the most appropriate airway clearance regimen for the
individual include; age, independence, patient preference, cooperation, adherence,
financial status, family or social support and clinical status.
Recommendations
1. Airway clearance techniques are a cornerstone of CF care and should be
performed across the lifespan (C).
2. The ACBT is an effective form of airway clearance and can be used by
people with acute and chronic lung disease independently or in
conjunction with other airway clearance techniques (B). It may be used in
patients where other techniques are contraindicated, eg haemoptysis (D).
3. PEP therapy, oscillating PEP and autogenic drainage are effective forms
of airway clearance which may be performed independently (B).
4. PEP therapy and oscillating PEP should be avoided if there is suspected
untreated pneumothorax (D).
5. Bottle PEP can be used as an alternative to conventional PEP therapy in
circumstances of lack of equipment or patient / physiotherapist
preference in individual circumstances (D).
6. Autogenic drainage may be beneficial in patients with unstable airways as
the technique avoids airway closure (C).
7. Postural drainage in head-down positions should not be used routinely in
infants with CF (B) or in patients of any age with known or suspected
GOR (C). There is no consensus as to whether postural drainage has a
role in management of other patients.
8. Modified postural drainage is recommended in infants and young
children where active participation in airway clearance therapy is not
possible (B).
9. Percussion and vibrations should be used when patients are unable to
participate actively in airway clearance therapy and require passive
treatment (D). Caution should be exercised in patients with reduced bone
density (D).
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10. Physical exercise is an effective adjunct to airway clearance which
enhances respiratory function (A) and may improve mucus expectoration
(B). It should be accompanied by modulated forced expirations and
coughing to optimize cephalad movement of secretions and evacuation
from the bronchial tree (D).
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3 Inhalation Therapy as an Adjunct to Physiotherapy
Inhalation therapy is a significant component of the management of the respiratory
sequelae associated with cystic fibrosis (CF). It is a multi-disciplinary area of practice,
with the input from each discipline varying between CF centres. Airway clearance
techniques may be enhanced with effective inhalation therapy and inhalation therapy
may be enhanced by effective airway clearance techniques. Due to this co-dependent
relationship, physiotherapists should be adequately skilled in the area of inhalation
therapy in order to maximise the effectiveness of both treatments.
The main determinants of deposition pattern for nebulized medications are breathing
pattern during inhalation, droplet size and age/condition of the lung [93]. Inhalation
therapy techniques and equipment therefore have the potential to alter the amount of
drug which is delivered to its desired destination.

3.1 Inhalation Therapy Technique
(including Adjuncts to Inhalation Therapy)
It is widely accepted that a quicker breath results in greater central deposition [93]. A
slower breath results in a more peripheral deposition pattern, improved homogeneity
of the deposition pattern and increased overall drug deposition [94]. Slow steady
breaths with occasional deep breaths should therefore be used to promote improved
deposition [95].
Combining airway clearance techniques and inhalation therapy is one way the timerelated burden of care may be reduced in CF. However the literature provides limited
evidence on the impact of this practice. Combining positive expiratory pressure (PEP)
with inhalation therapy in patients with CF results in significantly lower lung
deposition, a reduction in the inner-outer ratio and no difference in the apical-basal
ratio of deposition [96]. This indicates that although there was less aerosol deposited
in the lungs, there was a redistribution of the aerosol towards the periphery. Whether
this would impact on the effectiveness of the inhaled medication remains unclear.
Frischknecht-Christensen et al [97] explored the introduction of a PEP device
(facemask PEP) with the use of inhaled β2 agonists via an MDI. The study showed
improved bronchodilation, dyspnoea, cough and mucus production when compared to
administration of the β2 agonist alone. Stites et al [98] reported that the use of high
frequency chest wall oscillation in combination with inhalation therapy did not result
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in increased deposition of an inhaled solution compared to inhalation following
standard chest physiotherapy. However in patients with COPD, addition of the RCCornet®. oscillating PEP device during nebulisation of ipratropium bromide resulted
in improved bronchodilation [99]. These conflicting results highlight the need for
further research into the combination of airway clearance techniques and inhalation
therapy.
Physiotherapy Practice
The combination of PEP with inhalation therapy (hypertonic or isotonic saline and
occasionally salbutamol) is commonly prescribed by physiotherapists around
Australia. Some physiotherapists also combine inhalation therapy with positioning,
and breathing techniques such as the active cycle of breathing technique or autogenic
drainage. There is insufficient research investigating the combination of inhalation
therapy and airway clearance to make recommendations regarding this practice.
The combination of inhalation therapy with ACTs could be considered in those
patients who do not regularly perform any other form of airway clearance, or where
adherence to ACTs is low and or a large number of nebulized medications are
prescribed.

3.2 Mode of Delivery
Given the varying physico-chemical behaviours of the drugs nebulized in CF, it is
important to use a specific nebuliser/compressor combination that has been proven to
be effective for that preparation. By changing from an inefficient nebuliser system to
an efficient one, there can be up to a ten-fold increase in the dose delivered [93].
Aspects that need to be considered are: flow/pressure characteristics of the driving
source, the tubing connecting the nebuliser and the driving source, the nebuliser itself
and the user interface (mask versus mouthpiece) [93].
Lannefors [100] recommends that when a medication may be administered via either
a dry powder inhaler, metered dose inhaler or a nebuliser, the dry powder inhaler
should be the preferred option due to ease of use. The exception to this is for the
administration of inhaled steroids, where a metered dose inhaler and a spacer should
be utilised to reduce systemic bioavailability and reduce growth of candida albicans
in the mouth. In those patients unable to use a dry powder inhaler (eg poor respiratory
function leading to poor inspiratory flow rates, cognitive impairments or muscular
dysfunction) a metered dose inhaler and spacer should be chosen.
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For bronchodilators, the European Respiratory Society recommends any certified
nebuliser system as being appropriate and that a facemask or mouthpiece may be
used. A mouthpiece is preferred for administration of anticholinergics to avoid
irritation of the eyes [93]. A mouthpiece may not be appropriate if the sinuses are a
target of therapy [101].
Ultrasonic nebulisers should not be used for dornase alfa as they can alter its physicochemical properties, rendering it ineffective [102]. A list of recommended nebulisers
is provided in the dornase alfa consumer medicine information sheet.
It is often recommended that patients use an expiratory filter when nebulising
antibiotics [95]. This is primarily due to the potential side effects for other people. In
the hospital setting, it is recommended that a high efficiency expiratory filter be used
to prevent contamination of the environment and allergic reactions from staff. In the
community, people with CF should take their antibiotics in a well ventilated room by
themselves. If they have a sibling with CF, an expiratory filter should be used [103].
Physiotherapy Practice
Where possible, nebulized medication should be taken via a mouthpiece to maximise
delivery of the drug to the airways. The exception to this is young children who may
be unable to coordinate the use of a mouthpiece effectively, or where sinuses are a
target of therapy, or those acutely unwell with shortness of breath. Bronchodilators
should be delivered by metered dose inhaler and spacer except in situations where this
may be clinically ineffective eg paediatrics or acutely unwell patients with shortness
of breath (nebulisers should be used in these circumstances). Metered dose inhalers
with spacer should be used for the administration of inhaled corticosteroids. Patients
should be encouraged to rinse their mouth with water and gargle afterwards to reduce
the risk of thrush.

3.3 Mixing Inhaled Medications
The concept of mixing nebulized medications simultaneously is often raised in an
attempt to decrease the time burden associated with use of multiple inhaled agents.
The European Respiratory Society [93] advise against mixing medications due to
concerns about both safety and effectiveness, unless the specific mixture (including
preservatives if applicable) has been studied. Whilst some medications may be
chemically stable once mixed, there is often a lack of research regarding the
aerodynamic properties of these mixed solutions [104].
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Dornase Alfa
It is recommended by the manufacturers that dornase alfa not be mixed due to fears of
reactions between medications [104, 105].
Antibiotics
Tobramycin can be mixed with albuterol and ipratropium if refrigerated. Tobramycin
should otherwise not be mixed. Colistin and preservative-free unit-dose salbutamol
inhalation solution remains stable for over an hour. There are inconsistent reports
regarding the mixing of colistin and acetylcysteine [104].
Hypertonic Saline
Delvaux et al [106] found that by mixing salbutamol with hypertonic saline during an
induced sputum procedure in asthmatics, the quality of the sputum produced was not
altered but the level of protection against bronchospasm was improved. This occurs
despite pre-treatment with 400µg of salbutamol via a metered dose inhaler and a
spacer. Hypertonic saline should not be mixed with any other medication eg dornase
alfa, antibiotics.
Other Medications
Budesonide can be mixed with terbutaline, albuterol, cromolyn, acetylcysteine and
ipratropium; ipratropium can be mixed with albuterol or N-acetylcysteine sodium
[104]. Caution should be taken if mixing salbutamol and an anticholinergic (eg
ipratropium bromide) due to a small number of reports of acute angle closure
glaucoma associated with this combination [107].
Physiotherapy Practice
Inhalation therapy is time-consuming and patients may wish to mix inhaled
medications in an effort to reduce the time-burden of CF health care. Given the lack
of research regarding the effect of mixing nebulized medications on aerodynamic
properties and chemical composition, it is recommended that medications are not
routinely mixed. Physiotherapists should direct patients to their CF doctor or
pharmacist for advice on the mixing of inhaled medications.

3.4 Timing and Order of Inhaled Medications
There is no consensus regarding the optimal timing of dornase alfa in relation to
ACTs. A randomised crossover trial has shown significant improvements in small
airway function if dornase alfa is administered before ACTs [108]. However, previous
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authors showed equal efficacy when dornase alfa was administered before or after
ACTs, except in the subgroup of patients colonised with P aeruginosa who had
greater improvement in FEV1 when dornase alfa was administered after ACTs [109].
These disparate results may indicate differences in clinical characteristics - there may
be a subgroup of patients who produce copious secretions that may receive more
benefit if dornase alfa is administered after ACTs, allowing the medication to remain
in the airway for a longer period. It has also been demonstrated that a longer time
interval between administration of dornase alfa and airway clearance (eg inhalation
before bedtime) is more effective than inhalation immediately preceding treatment
[110]. There appear to be no detrimental effects on sleep quality or nocturnal cough
associated with administering dornase alfa before bedtime [111]. Given the long-term
beneficial effects of dornase alfa on lung inflammation in CF [112], ensuring that
patients are adherent to daily inhalation is of greater importance than the time of
administration. It is therefore currently suggested that dornase alfa be administered
before bedtime if that is acceptable to the patient, whilst acknowledging that this
regimen may need to be altered for individuals in order to optimise adherence.
The British Thoracic Society Nebuliser Project Group [95] recommended that
bronchodilators be administered prior to ACTs, however there is to date no objective
evidence that this enhances the benefits. If patients have known bronchodilator
responsiveness then bronchodilator therapy and airway clearance techniques should
precede the delivery of other inhaled medications [113]. Nebulized antibiotics should
be administered after airway clearance and bronchodilators, in order to maximise the
drug deposition within the lungs and to protect against bronchoconstriction [103]. It
does however need to be recognised that some patients with CF demonstrate increased
airway obstruction post bronchodilator therapy due to a reduction in smooth muscle
tone [114].
Physiotherapy Practice
Bronchodilators should be administered prior to airway clearance if patients have
previously demonstrated a benefit from bronchodilator therapy. It also generally
advised that saline (isotonic or hypertonic) be taken either before or during ACTs.
Dornase alfa can be administered prior to ACTs, however it is recognised that
individual variations in response may govern when this preparation is administered.
Efforts should be made to maximise the time interval between administration of
dornase alfa and ACT; this may involve administration of dornase alfa at bedtime.
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When providing advice to patients on order of inhaled medications, especially in
relation to timing of ACT, any specific recommendations or instructions that are
given by the prescribing physician or pharmacist should be followed.

3.5 Nebuliser Maintenance
Nebuliser devices are sources of bacterial contamination and can lead to an increased
risk of patient infection. It has been suggested that the inhalation of aerosols
contaminated with gram-negative bacteria generated from home-use nebulisers may
be a primary route for bacterial colonisation of the lung in CF [115].
There is no one method which has been recommended for cleaning home nebulisers
Rosenfeld et al [116] suggested that soaking and rinsing with tap water for at least one
minute followed by air drying is an effective cleaning method. This finding was
published in an editorial and the weight of the evidence is unclear. Reychler et al
[117] found that cleaning via a dishwasher (temperature of 70oC) or immersion for 20
minutes in a litre of Hexanios 0.5% hypochlorite solution or hot water (40oC)
combined with detergent were all effective against the common pathogens found in
patients with CF. Acetic acid (vinegar) however was found to be ineffective against
Staphylococcus aureus and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia.
Physiotherapy Practice
All physiotherapists should be aware of the possible contamination of inhalation
therapy equipment and the implications this may have for the patient’s health.
Cleaning methods should be reinforced as part of routine assessment and treatment. A
review of the patients’ cleaning technique may be incorporated into annual inhalation
therapy reviews, outpatient clinic appointments or during an inpatient admission and
this may be performed by any member of the CF health care team with appropriate
and relevant knowledge.
It is recommended that nebuliser equipment and inhalation devices be cleaned after
every use according to the techniques recommended by the local CF centre’s infection
control department (D). Nebuliser bowls should be replaced frequently according to
the manufacturer’s guidelines and pumps should be serviced at regular intervals
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (D).
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3.6 Clinical Monitoring of Inhalation Therapy
Most inhaled medications have known side-effects. For instance, hypertonic saline,
colistin and tobramycin may all cause bronchospasm [105]. The British Thoracic
Society Nebuliser Project Group [95] recommended that patients should be assessed
in hospital for their first trial of isotonic colistin and should be pre-treated with a
bronchodilator. This group also recommended that spirometry be performed before
and after the test dose because bronchospasm can occur within 15 minutes in over
85% of people.
The European Respiratory Society recommends that patients should be re-assessed
one month after commencing their treatment and then be re-assessed annually
thereafter [93]. It has been demonstrated that the uptake of education in inhalation
therapy techniques is improved if repeated educational sessions are performed and if
the patient is asked to demonstrate their technique at these sessions [118].
Physiotherapy Practice
All new medications should be trialled in the presence of a suitably qualified health
professional. Sections to be covered in this review should include: preparation of
nebuliser equipment and medication, positioning and breathing technique and
monitoring of potential side effects. An inhalation therapy review should be
performed annually by a designated member of the CF health care team with
appropriate and relevant knowledge in inhalation therapy.
During an inpatient admission or during a clinic visit it may be appropriate for a
physiotherapist to review the patients’ inhalation therapy technique including
reviewing their positioning during inhalation therapy and making recommendations to
improve the effectiveness of the therapy. All physiotherapists should be aware of the
possible side effects of medication prescribed for inhalation therapy and the possible
implications of ineffective use of inhaled medications.

3.7 Recommendations
1. Positive expiratory pressure devices can be used whilst nebulising
hypertonic saline, isotonic saline or bronchodilators but are not
recommended whilst nebulising antibiotics or dornase alfa. (D).
2. Where possible, nebulized medication should be taken via a mouthpiece.
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The exception to this is young children who may be unable to coordinate
the use of a mouthpiece effectively, when therapy is targeted at the sinuses
or those acutely unwell with shortness of breath (C).
3. Nebuliser and compressor combinations with demonstrated efficacy for
specific medications should be used where possible (B).
4. An expiratory filter should be used when nebulising antibiotics. Where
this is not possible, antibiotics should be administered in a well-ventilated
room with the person alone (D).
5. Bronchodilators should be delivered by metered dose inhaler unless there
is clinical need for nebulisation (C).
6. Metered dose inhalers with spacer should be used for the administration
of inhaled corticosteroids. Patients should be encouraged to rinse their
mouth and gargle with water afterwards to reduce the risk of thrush. (B).
7. Inhaled medications should not be routinely mixed (D).
8. Dornase alfa may be administered before or after airway clearance
techniques with the regimen adapted to each individual. A minimum of 30
minutes should be allowed between completion of the nebuliser and
commencing airway clearance (B).
9. Nebuliser equipment should be cleaned after every use according to
methods approved by the local infection control department (C).
10. All new medications should be trialled in the presence of a suitably
qualified health professional and inhalation therapy regimens should be
reviewed annually (C).
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4 Exercise
Exercise is a cornerstone of therapy for patients with CF. Aerobic fitness is an
independent predictor of survival [119, 120] and those with better physical fitness
have better quality of life [121]. There is some evidence that structured exercise
programs for people with CF improve fitness and slow the rate of pulmonary decline
[122]. For this reason it is recommended that all patients should be encouraged to
exercise several times per week [11]. The physiotherapist has an important role in
both the assessment of exercise capacity and exercise prescription.

4.1 Assessment of exercise capacity
Assessment of exercise capacity is an important tool in the evaluation of functional
capacity, response to treatment and disease progression [119, 123-125]. For
physiotherapists, exercise tests also provide the basis for exercise prescription.
Assessment of exercise capacity should be undertaken prior to the prescription of a
new exercise regimen, and as a reassessment tool to assess the efficacy of the exercise
prescription.
Tests of exercise capacity include formal laboratory assessments of maximum
exercise capacity (cardiopulmonary exercise tests) and field tests. Maximal exercise
testing on a cycle ergometer or a treadmill is a specialist role which is usually
performed by respiratory scientists and is currently outside the scope of routine
physiotherapy practice. This document focuses on field tests of exercise capacity
which are in common use in the CF population. These are the six minute walk test, the
three minute step test and the modified shuttle test.

4.1.1 Six-minute walk test
The six-minute walk test (6MWT) is an easy to administer, well tolerated, self-paced,
sub-maximal exercise tolerance test, reflective of normal activities of daily living
[126]. Patients are required to walk up and down a hallway as many times as they can
in six minutes. The 6MWT is suitable for use in the assessment of response to
introduction of a new intervention in patients with moderate to severe lung disease
and is also suitable as a one-off assessment of exercise capacity and predictor of
prognosis.
The 6MWT has traditionally been an important tool for preparation for lung
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transplantation in CF. In a study reviewing 145 patients with lung disease (41 of these
with CF) it was concluded that a distance of less than 400 metres achieved in the
6MWT is a reasonable indicator to consider referral for lung transplantation
depending on review of other clinical variables [127]. The 6MWT has been shown to
have a strong correlation with peak oxygen uptake in end-stage lung disease and in
severely ill children [128].
Distance walked during a 6MWT is highly reproducible in children and adolescents
with CF and is correlated with clinical variables such as expiratory muscle strength,
maximum heart rate and dyspnoea scores [129]. The 6MWT is also a useful tool for
assessing exercise-induced desaturation in adults with mild to moderate lung disease.
The greatest degree of desaturation is seen in those with the lowest pulmonary
function [130].
Physiotherapy Practice
The protocol for the 6MWT can be found in Appendix 7.
The 6MWT is extremely valuable as an indicator of limitation to activities of daily
living and can be used to assess exercise-induced oxyhaemoglobin desaturation in
patients across the spectrum of respiratory impairment [130]. The 6MWT is the
recommended assessment tool for patients undergoing assessment for lung
transplantation [127].
The main outcome of the 6MWT is distance walked. However, adults with mild to
moderate CF lung disease cover a similar distance to healthy volunteers on a 6MWT
[130]. This suggests that there may be a ceiling effect on this test which may limit its
utility in assessing change following intervention in those with less severe pulmonary
involvement. Another limitation of the 6MWT is that it is self-paced and thus
dependent on the patient’s motivation level. However it remains an extremely useful
test to measure change over time following interventions such as exercise programs,
especially in those with more severe lung disease.
Contraindications: The 6MWT is contraindicated in patients presenting with cardiac
conditions that are unstable in the month prior to testing.
Precautions to be considered in the CF population include a resting heart rate of ≥120
beats per minute, systolic blood pressure of more than 180 mmHg, or a diastolic blood
pressure of more than 100 mmHg.
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4.1.2 The 3-minute step test
The 3-minute step test (3MST) is a submaximal test of exercise capacity used to
determine exercise tolerance in individuals with CF [131-133]. It is an externally
paced test which involves stepping on and off a 15cm step for three minutes at a rate
of 30 steps per minute. The 3MST is highly reproducible, provokes a greater increase
in heart rate and breathlessness than the 6MWT and equivalent levels of oxygen
desaturation [131]. It is also responsive to change over the course of antibiotic
treatment in children with CF [133] and therefore may be a useful alternative or
adjunct to lung function tests to provide positive feedback during the course of the
admission.
The 3MST is not dependent on the patient’s motivation as it is an externally paced
exercise test. It is quick, portable, reproducible and simple. It must be emphasised the
3 minute step test is not a maximal test, however it may be more sensitive to change
in heart rate and oxygen saturation in patients with CF and moderate-severe lung
disease than it is in those with mild disease [132].
To date, all the studies pertaining to the 3MST have been conducted in children and
there has been no examination of the long-term predictive value of this test in CF.
Further study is required to determine the sensitivity of the 3MST to clinical change
over time in both the paediatric and adult setting. However if time and space are
limited it may be appropriate to use the 3MST for annual review of exercise tolerance
testing.
Physiotherapy Practice
The protocol for the 3MST can be found in Appendix 8.
The main outcomes of the 3MST are maximum heart rate, minimum oxygen
saturation and breathlessness scores. Treatment of an acute exacerbation results in
improvement in all these outcomes [133]. The 3MST should therefore be considered
as a useful measure in the inpatient setting, particularly if lung function testing is not
readily available, or the patient does not display significant changes in lung function.
The 3MST may be useful to assess the need for supplemental oxygen in individuals
with moderate to severe lung disease as it is of sufficient intensity to provoke oxygen
desaturation in this group [132]. The use of the 3MST in the evaluation of therapy for
exercise-induced asthma has not been examined in the literature but clinically may
prove to be a useful tool in these circumstances.
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The 3MST is quick and easy to perform, has minimal space requirements and is
independent of patient motivation. The portable nature of this test makes it ideal to
perform across the many inpatient, outpatient and home-based settings where adults
with CF receive treatment. However, it may not provide a sufficient exercise stimulus
for patients with mild disease [132].
Contraindications: as for the 6-minute walk test
Precautions: The 3MST should be avoided in individuals with significant lower limb
joint arthropathy [131].

4.1.3 Modified Shuttle test (walk/run)
The modified shuttle test (MST) is an externally paced, incremental test of maximum
exercise capacity. The participant is instructed to walk or run around two cones placed
nine metres apart in time to auditory cues from a pre-recorded tape. The required
speed becomes progressively becomes faster as each level is completed. The test is
terminated when the participant is no longer able to maintain the required pace or if
they fail to complete the current shuttle before the ‘bleep.’
The MST has similar sensitivity to change when assessing the effects of IV antibiotic
treatment as does the 3MST [134], and is possibly more sensitive to change than
changes in FEV1 noted over the course of intravenous antibiotics. It is a valid measure
of exercise tolerance in children [135]. The MST has been shown to have high
validity, reproducibility and responsiveness in measuring exercise capacity in the
adult population [123, 136].
Physiotherapy Practice
The protocol for the MST can be found in Appendix 9.
The MST is appropriate to use in both children and adult CF populations. It has the
advantage of being a maximal test and therefore provides sufficient challenge for
those with milder disease. In clinical practice this test could be used in an annual
review setting (if time and space allows), during an inpatient admission for a patient
with moderate to good lung function, and when determining oxygen
requirements/desaturation patterns prior to prescribing an exercise program [136].
The outcomes of the MST are distance covered, peak heart rate and peak Borg scale
of breathlessness. If there is a change of greater than 40 metres in the MST then it is
likely that real clinical change has occurred [123].
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Although the MST is externally paced it may still be influenced by patient motivation.
If a patient has low motivation or is very unwell they may not perform the test to their
full capacity. It may therefore not be suitable for patients at the beginning of an acute
exacerbation or in those patients with severe lung disease [134].

4.1.4 Choosing a test of exercise capacity
Exercise tolerance testing should be considered as a standard element of CF care
across the range of ages and disease severity. An exercise test should be performed at
least annually to document changes in exercise capacity. The choice of test should
take into consideration the following factors:
Age of patient – the 6MWT and MST have been validated in both adults and children
with CF. The 3MST has been validated in children but to date its role in the
assessment of exercise capacity in adults with CF has not been documented.
Lung function severity – The MST can be used in patients across the range of disease
severity but may be overly challenging for those with severe disease. The 6MWT is
an excellent choice for those with severe disease but may have a ceiling effect in
those with mild to moderate lung disease with well preserved exercise tolerance.
Likewise, the 3MST may be most sensitive to changes in heart rate and oxygen
saturation in those with moderate to severe disease.
Clinic space – the 3MST has minimal space requirements. The MSWT requires a 10
metre track, whilst the 6MWT ideally requires a 30 metre track and therefore may not
be practical in some settings.
Access to equipment – All tests require a pulse oximeter to measure oxygen saturation
and heart rate. Equipment for the 3MST and the 6MWT are usually readily available.
The MST requires a tape of standardised instructions and timed audio cues.
Patient’s motivation level – Both the 3MST and the MST are externally paced and
may be most suitable for patients with low motivation.
Time availability – the 3MST is very quick to perform. Both the 6MWT and the MST
must be performed twice due to a learning effect.
Clinical status – The 3MST is easy to perform during a hospital admission and is
sensitive to change in clinical status. The MST provides more feedback to the patient
regarding increase in distance covered from admission to discharge and is also
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sensitive to clinical change during hospitalisation. The 6MWT may not be practical at
hospital admission in patients who are very unwell.
At present, the literature does not suggest that there is one ‘best’ exercise test for
people with CF. It is therefore recommended that the choice of test be based on the
patient’s current health status, their motivation level, and space availability in the
clinic area.

4.2 Exercise prescription in cystic fibrosis
The ideal exercise prescription for people with CF has not been established. Both
aerobic training (endurance exercise) and anaerobic training (resistance training or
high-intensity, short duration training) are beneficial [122]. Aerobic training results in
improved maximum exercise capacity, strength and quality of life [137]. Anaerobic
training has positive effects on lactate levels, peak power [138] and fat-free mass
[137]. Both types of exercise may have positive effects on respiratory function [2,
137]. Exercise programs have beneficial effects both during admission for acute
exacerbations [91, 137] and in the stable outpatient [2, 138, 139]. It is unclear whether
home-based, unsupervised training programs are equally as effective as supervised
programs.
Physiotherapy practice
Exercise should be considered and encouraged as part of overall physiotherapy
management in CF. From time of diagnosis, irrespective of age, exercise and physical
activity should be incorporated into the daily routine. As a young child, family and
siblings should be encouraged to also be involved in activity and exercise to assist in
normalising the activity and making it ‘fun’. At puberty there is evidence of a drop in
physical activity in girls with CF [140, 141]. This reduction is associated with a more
rapid decline in respiratory function in girls compared to boys [141]. Particular care
should therefore be taken during adolescence to tailor exercise programs to the
individual’s interests, environment, time availability and capabilities.
Aerobic exercise prescription should follow the same principles as those used in
healthy individuals [142] and patients with other chronic respiratory diseases [143]:
•

exercise at least 3 days per week

•

duration of 30 minutes per session, consisting of shorter intervals if required

•

an increase in heart rate to approximately 75% of maximum heart rate is safe
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and beneficial during exercise
A low-weight, high repetition training strategy can effectively increase FEV1, strength
and body mass in hospitalised children with CF [137]. Resistance training should be
performed on alternate days to allow for recovery. A combination of both aerobic and
strength training is required to achieve maximum benefits from training [122].
Patients with CF may exhibit exercise-induced oxygen desaturation during training,
even when pulmonary function is relatively well preserved [144]. Supplemental
oxygen during training increases exercise duration [145] however whether this results
in improved clinical outcomes is not clear. It is recommended that supplemental
oxygen be used during training in patients whose oxygen saturation falls to below
90% during exercise [146].
Exercise prescription in CF may consist of working with the patient to devise a formal
exercise program or may simply involve provision of guidelines for appropriate
intensity, frequency and duration of training. Formal exercise prescription should be
considered in the following settings:
•

Reported reduction in exercise tolerance/involvement in normal activities

•

Known reduction in muscle mass/strength

•

Osteopenia/osteoporosis

•

Onset of CF related diabetes

•

Patients awaiting lung transplantation

Special consideration should be given to meeting the metabolic demands of exercise
in CF and consultation with the dietitian may be required. Care should be taken to
ensure adequate fluid and salt intake, particularly in warm climates. Specific infection
control recommendations for exercise in gym settings are provided in Chapter 13.
Exercise prescription should be tailored to the individual. When prescribing exercise
the following should be considered: age of patient, indications and contraindications
to exercise, interests of the patient, resources at the patient’s disposal upon discharge,
realistic goals, appropriate dosage (frequency, duration, intensity), and guidelines for
monitoring safe exercise levels.
Contraindications: Exercise should not be performed in patients who are febrile,
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whose cardiovascular status is unstable or in patients who have had a cardiac event
within the last month.
Precautions to exercise include pulmonary hypertension, cor pulmonale and
haemoptysis. Some patients have exercise-induced bronchospasm and should always
take their prescribed bronchodilators prior to exercising. Care should be exercised in
patients with low bone mineral density, particularly with regard to resistance training.
Arthropathy and other musculoskeletal issues should be considered prior to
commencing an exercise program.

4.3 Recommendations
1. Assessment of exercise capacity should be performed annually (C).
2. An exercise test should be considered to assess response to therapy in the
inpatient and outpatient settings and as an assessment tool in the
prescription of exercise training programs (C).
3. A six minute walk test should be performed as part of the initial
assessment for lung transplantation (C).
4. Exercise is recommended for patients with CF throughout the lifespan
(B).
5. Exercise prescription should be tailored to the individual and comply
with recommended exercise guidelines (B).
6. Supplemental oxygen should be considered during training in patients
with severe exercise-induced desaturation (C).
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5 Musculoskeletal Complications of Cystic Fibrosis
Musculoskeletal manifestations of CF are frequently characterised by acute or chronic
pain and arise as a result of multi-factorial abnormalities in bone mineralization,
altered respiratory mechanics and muscular imbalance secondary to pulmonary
disease. As survival in CF improves, the prevalence of these complications is
increasing and the resulting compromise to physical activity and airway clearance
may deleteriously impact on quality of life (QOL).

5.1 Pain
Reported rates of spinal pain (thoracic, lumbar, cervical) in CF populations are high.
The prevalence ranges from 64% to 94% and is both substantially higher than agematched healthy control subjects and presents at a younger age [147-151]. In addition,
the incidence of chest pain varies from 32% to 64% [147, 148, 152]. Although
documentation of back pain is increased in those with increasingly severe lung
disease, it is not proportional to the degree of pulmonary hyperinflation [153]. The
high frequency of musculoskeletal pain is associated with decreased QOL, sleep
disturbance, anxiety and depression together with a reduced ability to perform chest
physiotherapy and exercise effectively [148, 152, 154, 155]. Approximately 25% of
patients fail to seek treatment to alleviate their symptoms of pain [148].

5.2 Low Bone Mineral Density
Patients with CF have multiple risk factors for inadequate bone mineralisation - poor
nutrition, pancreatic insufficiency and malabsorption, calcium and vitamin D
deficiency, reduced weight bearing activity, delayed puberty, hypogonadism, diabetes
mellitus and chronic infection. A significant proportion of musculoskeletal problems
in CF arise secondary to low bone mineral density (BMD). Despite BMD appearing to
be normal in studies of healthy well-nourished children with CF, it decreases in the
first decade of life and accelerates during adolescence and early adulthood, with up to
66% of adults with CF reported to have low BMD [156-164].
Low BMD is associated with greater disease severity, low BMI, decreased physical
activity and the need for increased intravenous antibiotic and oral corticosteroid use
[159, 161-164]. The reporting of osteoporosis and osteopenia in one or more sites
varies from 10% to 79% irrespective of gender, with the incidence proportional to the
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severity of lung disease [159, 161, 165, 166].

5.3 Vertebral compression and rib fractures
Low BMD, osteoporosis and chronic steroid use increase the risk of fracture in people
with CF. Vertebral compression fractures and rib fractures appear to be 100 times and
10 times respectively more common in CF compared to the age-matched population
[164]. These data support the evidence of above normal fracture rates from the age of
six years and increasing to patient reported levels of 35 to 50% in adults [160, 163,
164]. In addition, a significant proportion of spinal compression and rib fractures may
be underestimated, with radiological investigations revealing 76 asymptomatic
fractures in patients with severe lung disease [164].

5.4 Increased thoracic kyphosis
Studies have reported a high prevalence of abnormal kyphosis angles (>40 degrees),
in CF subjects, varying from 15-74% compared to a normal, age-matched population
[164, 167-169]. Although the aetiology of CF related kyphosis remains unclear, a
number of concomitant factors appear to influence its development. A higher
incidence of vertebral wedging, particularly >15% thoracic wedging, severity of
pulmonary disease, age and loss of BMD have been related to the presence of thoracic
kyphosis in patients with CF [164, 169, 170].
The significance of thoracic kyphosis may depend on the extent of reversibility and
postural correction. While some studies found the presence of kyphosis to be stable
and unrelated to pulmonary function in terms of lung volumes or maximal expiratory
flowrates [171], other studies have concluded that the diagnosis of a thoracic kyphosis
is an indicator of deteriorating lung function and a marker of poor prognosis in some
patients [167. In some patients, the kyphotic deformity may be improved with
postural correction, suggesting that in the absence of a structural kyphosis in CF,
changes in soft tissue structures and muscular abnormality may contribute to the
‘habitual hunched posture’ secondary to increased work of breathing and excessive
coughing {Rose J, 1987 #726, 172].

5.5 Muscle strength
Changes in muscle strength, length and neuromuscular recruitment have been
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demonstrated in patients with CF. Reduced lean muscle mass in CF subjects is
associated with malabsorption and deconditioning [173, 174]. The associated
reduction in peripheral muscle strength and endurance in both children and adults
with CF is primarily reflective of lower muscle mass rather than reduced forcegenerating capacity of muscle [175, 176]. Intrinsic abnormality of CF skeletal
muscles including decreased efficiency of oxidative ATP with abnormal
mitochondrial density and metabolism, have been reported [175]. Impaired respiratory
muscle strength may occur in association with reduced respiratory muscle mass from
nutritional impairment [173]. Chronic use of corticosteroids is associated with skeletal
muscle weakness [177].
Conversely, preserved respiratory muscle strength despite chronic hyperinflation may
represent relative training of respiratory muscles in response to chronic loading [178].
This hypothesis was supported by the work of Pinet and colleagues [179] who
concluded that CF patients with FEV1<60% predicted had thicker and stronger
abdominal muscles than did control subjects. It was postulated that this was a
consequence of the heavier respiratory work performed by these patients. de Jong and
colleagues [180] reported reduced peripheral muscle strength in CF patients with
airflow obstruction in the presence of preserved inspiratory muscle strength. In
relatively healthy CF subjects (FEV1 60-124% predicted) few differences were
apparent in muscular performance compared to healthy controls of similar moderatehigh activity levels [181].

5.6 Muscle length
Reductions in thoracic cage muscle lengths, in the presence of chronic accessory
respiratory muscle recruitment and associated postural habits that splint the shoulder
girdle, have frequently been hypothesised in CF [182]. However, investigative
research is rare. Rose and co-workers [153] performed postural examinations on
young adults with CF and aged matched controls, demonstrating three motions in
which at least 45% of patients with CF fell below control measures: scapular
retraction, trunk extension and chest mobility (expansion). Shoulder retraction and
back extension were reduced in 71% and 48% of CF subjects respectively.

5.7 CF-related arthropathy
There are several CF-related arthritic conditions which frequently present with joint
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pain and discomfort. The predominant types are CF arthritis (monoarthritis,
polyarthritis), pulmonary hypertrophic osteoarthropathy and arthritis due to coexistent conditions and drug reactions [147, 150, 167].
CF arthritis (also known as CF arthropathy) occurs in 2-8.5% of patients [149]. It is a
rare syndrome of unknown pathogenesis. [183]. Clinical presentation includes joint
pain, long bone pain, arthralgia and joint effusions, particularly during infective
exacerbations. Joint pains typically develop over 12-24 hours and last 4-7 days. The
patient is asymptomatic between episodes.
Hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy (HPOA) is associated with respiratory
failure, and is present in 2-7% of patients. HPOA presents with insidious onset of
bone and joint pain; and evidence of periostitis on XRay of distal long bones.
Clubbing is considered a form of HPOA and the degree of clubbing is linked to the
degree of pulmonary disease [184].
Ciprofloxacin-associated arthropathy occurs infrequently in children with CF [185]. It
is likely that ciprofloxacin can induce arthropathy in adult as well as paediatric
patients [186].
Rheumatoid arthritis, vasculitis, spondyloarthropathies, sarcoidosis, amyloidosis all
have been reported in association with CF. Rheumatoid factor titre is higher in CF
than healthy controls. Rheumatic symptoms occur in 33% of adults with CF and
arthritis in 2.5-12% of patients. [187].

5.8 Physiotherapy intervention for musculoskeletal problems
To date, no prospective studies have evaluated the efficacy of spinal joint
mobilisation, massage, specific muscle strengthening exercises or postural advice on
back pain, airway clearance, sputum expectoration or lung function in CF [188].
However, there is support advocating for the role of a variety of therapeutic
approaches to optimise BMD, muscle strength, length and postural education as well
as manual therapy to improve spinal mobilisation.

5.8.1 Optimise physical activity to maintain bone mineral density
and muscle mass
Nixon and colleagues [189] reported children and adolescents with CF performed
significantly fewer hours of vigorous activity than a normal age matched control
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group (2 vs. 3.7 hours per week). Gains in BMD achieved through physical activity
have been short lived in athletic populations [190] and intervention studies [191].
Exercise in pre-adolescence without CF produces higher gains in bone mass than does
exercise in adulthood and should be high-impact, generating ground reaction forces
greater than twice body weight, to maximise gain [192].

5.8.2 Optimise muscle strength
Habitual ‘slouched’ postures are common in CF patients and may predate structural
change. Physiotherapy programs should thus include strengthening of thoracic
extensor muscles and scapular stabilisers to improve endurance and limit persistent
thoracic flexion. It is well established that strengthening programs are effective in the
CF population [193]. The majority of reported home programs that apply a normal
therapeutic training stimulus have yielded physiologic and psychological dividends
[2, 139, 194, 195]. Improved adherence in CF patients is associated with supervision,
individualised and flexible programs [193, 196], and knowledge of the condition and
treatment rationale [197]. Additionally the work of Hodges and colleagues [198] have
highlighted the impact of painful conditions resulting in ineffective neuromotor
recruitment of the core trunk stabilisers thus postural correction should consider both
relative strength and timing of muscle recruitment in conjunction with pain
assessment.

5.8.3 Optimise muscle length
Thoracic stretches may have a role in the management of thoracic impairment to
target identified shortened muscles in CF patients. A systematic review of the efficacy
of muscle stretching demonstrated lasting increments in range of motion (ROM) in
the presence of reduced muscle flexibility, in response to programs of greater than
three weeks duration [199]. While evidence is restricted to long muscles a rationale
exists in the thoracic region where restriction is present and appropriate muscle
lengthening stimulus applied. Muscle length is particularly sensitive to the most
extreme lengths experienced [200]. Additionally, education regarding postural
correction should be included eg reduction of habitual postures that promote increased
kyphosis, use of lumbar rolls, and active work pauses that include thoracic rotation
and extension. This rationale reflects the close relationship between joint mobility and
muscle flexibility in the presence of a relatively rigid thoracic cage.
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5.8.4 Manual therapy and pain management
Spinal pain is troubling and warrants assessment in each individual to determine the
likely source – be it intrapulmonary, pleural, bone (vertebral or rib fracture), joint
(costovertebral, costotransverse, sternocostal) or muscular. A systematic review by
van Tulder and colleagues [201] concluded strong evidence exists to support the use
of manual therapy and exercise in the treatment of chronic musculoskeletal spinal
pain. Home exercise programs were similar if not more effective in the management
of chronic lower back pain particularly when combined with education and goaldirected [201]. Interestingly, unlike normal populations in which spinal pain is
associated with abdominal weakness, CF patients have relatively increased abdominal
muscle strength from chronic coughing [179]. Early reports regarding the use of
manual therapy in the management of pain and restriction in thoracic patients is
encouraging, but limited [202, 203]. In an analysis of service provision, symptoms of
low back pain and poor posture in patients with CF improved or resolved in 66%
following joint mobilisations, exercise and postural advice [204]. Despite the
confounding issues of self-selection, this demonstrates that musculoskeletal pain may
be reversible and emphasises the importance of prompt treatment to prevent
respiratory deterioration as a result of compromised airway clearance and mobility. It
is hypothesised that a home program that incorporates self/auto mobilisation with
postural correction and stretching may gain the therapeutic effect of manual therapy.
The primary clinical approach to CF-related arthropathy involves rheumatological
management, which may include some degree of physiotherapy involvement, in terms
of increasing physical approaches for pain relief and exercises for muscle strength.
Physiotherapy practice
Physiotherapy management of CF musculoskeletal impairment is warranted to relieve
pain, promote physical activity, to optimise BMD and muscle mass, limit postural
deformity and minimise the burden of CF disease.
The CF physiotherapist should provide prompt assessment and treatment of acute
musculoskeletal pain. A concise screening tool for use in clinic may facilitate this
process; an example is given in Appendix 10. Key components are:
•

Subjective history, pain scales (Short-form McGill questionnaire)

•

Functional scales with standardised items [205, 206] or patient-specific
functional scale [207]

•

Objective assessment, including posture
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•

Precautions & need for referral/medical investigation

•

Likely structural source

•

Evidence based interventions

•

Reassessment

•

Home program

When a patient with CF presents with a swollen, hot, painful weight-bearing joint,
principles of management include:
•

Rest affected joint/s

•

Decrease impact or load in activity and exercise

•

Reduce intensity and duration of exercise

•

Encourage exercise of other joints; avoid exercise that increases pain

•

Consult with other health care providers regarding optimal management of pain
and inflammation

•

When acute episode resolves, strengthening of muscles around the joint may be
required.

When a patient with CF presents with a painful but normal looking weight-bearing
joint, principles of management include:
•

Reduce intensity and duration of exercise

•

Encourage exercise of other joints; avoid exercise that increases pain

•

When acute episode resolves, strengthening of muscles around the joint may be
required.

When a patient with CF presents with problems in non-weightbearing joint/s,
principles of management include:
•

Modify exercise programs to reduce load on affected joint/s (eg walking rather
than basketball)

•

Consult with other health care providers regarding optimal management of pain
and inflammation.
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Additional physiotherapeutic interventions for patients with CF may include but
are not limited to:
•

Assessment for joint laxity, stability, or stiffness

•

Maintain range of motion of affected joint/s and active exercise of other parts

•

Local measures such as ice may be used for painful and inflamed jointsif
warranted

•

Manual therapy and therapeutic massage [208]

•

Referral to medical colleagues and other physiotherapists with expertise in
musculoskeletal issues

The optimal time to minimise or prevent musculoskeletal deformity may be in the
pre-pubescent years (approximately 8-12 years of age) prior to significant structural
change particularly of bone [182, 209, 210]. The European consensus regarding
standards of care for patients with CF [211] includes the physiotherapists’ assessment
of “posture, chest mobility, muscle strength and endurance” every “1-3 months or at
every outpatient clinic visit”. This intensive approach is recommended in the presence
of 0.5-1.0 (pediatric CF centre) / 1.0 (adult CF centre) physiotherapists per 50 CF
patients.
The CF nutrition consensus statement [212] supports the periodic assessment of BMD
from the age of eight years and then every three to five years if BMD is normal, every
two years if BMD is moderately reduced and annually if BMD is severely reduced.
More frequent scanning is recommended if significant new risk factors emerge.
Physiotherapists should promote physical activity to improve or maintain BMD and
muscle strength.
Key components of home exercise programs for people with CF are:
•

Individualised assessment. Exercise prescription should be patient specific in
terms of muscle strengthening, stretches, self/auto mobilisation & postural
correction.

•

A

muscle

strengthening

program

should

be

included

if

muscle

imbalance/weakness is contributing to postural impairment or pain with a
normal training stimulus applied.
•

A muscle stretching program should be included if muscle or joint stiffness is
contributing to postural impairment or pain.
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•

Education regarding postural correction/health should be included eg
reduction of habitual postures that promote increased kyphosis, use of lumbar
rolls, and active work pauses that include thoracic rotation and extension.

•

Standardised measures and reassessment should be included to determine and
maintain program efficacy.

Musculoskeletal management in the presence of CF utilises diverse physiotherapy
skills given the wide scope of presenting problems. These may include: acute sports
injury, acute joint flares in the presence of CF related arthropathy, or acute pain
associated with coughing. Physiotherapists will draw on skills in biomechanical
assessment of posture and movement, exercise prescription (for the extremely
deconditioned to elite athlete), management of pelvic floor dysfunction, and
management of the musculoskeletal challenges of rapid body change during puberty,
pregnancy, and post lung transplantation. Ultimately physiotherapists have an
important role in the quantification of CF musculoskeletal impairment and the
provision of effective musculoskeletal interventions, to enhance QOL for people with
CF.

5.9 Recommendations
1. Prompt assessment and treatment of acute musculoskeletal pain should be
provided (D).
2. A musculoskeletal assessment should be included at annual review from age
eight (pre puberty). Earlier assessment is warranted if pain or functional
impairment is reported or BMD risk highlighted (C).
3. The physiotherapist should provide musculoskeletal home programs based on
individualised assessment (D).
4. The CF physiotherapist should contribute to the optimization of bone density
(particularly in the pre-puberty period) (B) and optimise muscle mass (A)
applying ‘normal’ training stimuli.
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6 Physiotherapy management of the complex patient
Cystic fibrosis is a complex multi-system disease and patients often experience
significant complications which may require alteration to their usual physiotherapy
management. These complications include haemoptysis, pneumothorax, allergic
bronchopulmonary aspergillosis and CF-related diabetes.

6.1 Haemoptysis
Haemoptysis is defined as the expectoration of blood from the lungs or bronchial
tubes as a result of pulmonary or bronchial haemorrhage [213] p 701. Whilst the
presence of occasional mild haemoptysis is common in cystic fibrosis (CF) and not
life-threatening, severe haemoptysis can lead to asphyxiation, airway destruction,
shock and exsanguination, and should be treated promptly [214].
Mild haemoptysis is very common, affecting approx 62% of all patients with CF
[215]. The overall incidence of massive haemoptysis in CF has been reported as
approx 1% in children [216], and between 4% and 10% in adults [215, 217].
Haemoptysis is unrelated to the severity of lung disease in children [216]. However
massive haemoptysis is more prevalent in adults with severe lung disease, with
approximately 60% of patients having an FEV1<40% predicted [214, 217].
Medical management of mild haemoptysis consists of observation combined with
antibiotic therapy to treat underlying infection [218] and the use of tranexamic acid
[219]. For severe haemoptysis, the vessel may need to be occluded using bronchial
artery embolisation [218, 220, 221]. Surgical ligation or excision of the affected
segment/ lobe is recommended if embolisation is not successful [220].
Physiotherapy practice
There are no published data regarding physiotherapy management of patients with
haemoptysis. The following recommendations are based on expert opinion and
clinician consensus.
The physiotherapist should review ACTs and inhalation therapy in order to maximise
secretion clearance and encourage gentle expectoration without exacerbating
bleeding.
Blood streaked sputum, first episode:
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•

Reduce the force of coughing

•

Cease highPEP

•

Minimise head down tilt positions

•

Provide reassurance and education

Blood-streaked sputum, recurrent episode:
•

Normal airway clearance treatment

•

Normal exercise routine

Moderate Haemoptysis (<250mls/ 24 hrs)
•

Seek medical review

•

Cease percussion, vibrations, oscillatory PEP techniques, hypertonic saline nebs
and head down tilt positions

•

Maximise controlled airway clearance and gentle coughing

•

Ensure adequate humidification to ease sputum expectoration

•

Encourage walking

•

Cease vigorous exercise

Severe Haemoptysis (>250mls/ 24 hrs)
•

Seek medical review

•

If active bleeding, position into high sidelying with bleeding side down

•

Cease airway clearance and exercise until active bleeding resolved, then
continue as per moderate haemoptysis

Following Embolisation
•

Ensure adequate analgesia and humidification

•

Gentle mobilisation following surgeon/ radiologists advice, then gradually
increase intensity of exercise

•

Airway clearance using ACBT or AD initially

•

Gradually reintroduce normal airway clearance regimen
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6.1.1 Recommendations
When haemoptysis is present, the physiotherapist needs to maintain adequate
airway clearance and exercise regimens whilst promoting vessel healing and
minimising the risk of re-bleeding (D).

6.2 Pneumothorax
A pneumothorax is defined as the presence of air within the pleural space. In cystic
fibrosis (CF), it is generally termed a secondary pneumothorax as it occurs as a result
of underlying lung disease. A pneumothorax may occur in a patient with CF as a
result of rupture of sub-pleural blebs on the visceral pleura [222, 223] or, less
commonly, as a result of misplacement of a central line [222](ACPCF 2002). A
pneumothorax can present a major problem in a patient with CF as the collapsed lung
can be stiff and take a long time to re-expand [224].
The overall incidence of pneumothorax in patients with cystic fibrosis is 3.4% to
6.4% [223, 225, 226]. There is an equal risk for men and women [225].
Pneumothoraces occur more frequently in patients with more advanced disease [227],
and hence the incidence increases to 18-20% in adults [215, 228, 229]. The vast
majority of CF patients with spontaneous pneumothoraces have an FEV1 less than
50% predicted normal [225, 228].
For small pneumothoraces in an asymptomatic patient, medical management usually
involves observation and/ or aspiration. A large pneumothorax requires intercostal
drainage. Intravenous antibiotics should be commenced at the same time to prevent
infection and resultant sputum retention, which may delay re-expansion of the
collapsed lung [224]. A recurrent pneumothorax requires more aggressive
management, and hence a partial pleurectomy may be performed if the patient is fit to
undergo surgery. If the patient is too unwell to undergo surgery, a talc pleurodesis is
recommended [224].
Pleurodesis can make transplantation more difficult as it takes longer to remove the
lungs and hence is not routinely performed in this population [224, 230]. The World
Health Organisation guidelines state pleurodesis virtually rules out any prospect of
future lung transplantation [220], however the current consensus is that pleurodesis is
not an absolute contraindication [229].
Physiotherapy Practice
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There are no published data regarding physiotherapy management of patients with
pneumothorax. The following recommendations are based on expert opinion and
clinician consensus.

Small Pneumothorax
•

Monitor shortness of breath

•

Cease PEP and other forms of positive pressure therapy

•

Gentle coughing

•

Ensure adequate humidification for ease of sputum expectoration

•

Reduce exercise intensity

•

Avoid upper limb resistance exercises

Large Pneumothorax
If pneumothorax is undrained, cease treatment and liaise with medical team.
If pneumothorax is drained:
•

Review PEP and non-invasive ventilation

•

Ensure adequate analgesia and humidification

•

Maintain shoulder ROM

•

Chest support during airway clearance

•

Gentle coughing and huffing

•

Avoid upper limb resistance exercises

•

Submaximal exercise (walking, gentle cycling)

•

Avoid positive pressure therapy while draining and for 1-2 weeks after to avoid
pleural fistula and risk of recurrence

Pleurodesis:
•

Ensure adequate analgesia

•

Regular nebulisers

•

Early mobilisation

•

Commence ACBT/ AD with gentle coughing
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6.2.1 Recommendations
When a pneumothorax is present, physiotherapists should ensure adequate
airway clearance continues whilst minimising the amount of positive pressure
generated inside the patient’s lungs. Gentle exercise should continue (D).

6.3 Allergic Bronchopulmonary Aspergillosis
Allergic bronchopulnmonary aspergillosis (ABPA) is caused by a hypersensitivity
response to Aspergillus fumigatus and other species). Aspergillus spores are trapped
in the mucus of large segmental bronchi, germinate to form hyphae which elicits an
immune response, and can lead to accumulation of focal pulmonary infiltrates, tissue
damage and eventual destruction of lung tissue [231, 232]. It occurs in approximately
2 - 25% of CF patients, although it is more common in adult patients, those with
lower FEV1 and low body weight [231].
Detailed lung function testing in patients with ABPA shows abnormalities suggestive
of airway narrowing, gas trapping and small airways disease [233]. The clinical
features of ABPA are variable but can include increased cough, wheezing, focal
pulmonary infiltrates, coughing up “plugs”, frequent exacerbations and deteriorating
lung function. A recent epidemiologic study also showed that some episodes of
massive haemoptysis and pneumothorax were associated with ABPA [231].
Diagnosis is made via clinical features. There is usually also a rise in total IgE,
increased aspergillus specific IgG and IgE and/or skin reactivity to aspergillus.
Medical management of ABPA involves oral steroids and/or antifungal agents as well
as treatment of underlying infection.
Physiotherapy practice
There is no literature specifically pertaining to physiotherapy in ABPA. Some centres
in Australia report successful use of hypertonic saline, with or without PEP, whilst
closely monitoring lung function to ensure there are no adverse effects.

6.3.1 Recommendations
Physiotherapists should reassess the efficacy of usual airway clearance
techniques in people with ABPA. Treatment should be modified based on
response and symptoms (D).
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6.4 Cystic fibrosis related diabetes
Cystic fibrosis related diabetes (CFRD) shares features of both Type 1 and Type 2
diabetes. Scarring of the exocrine pancreas leads to partial Islet cell destruction,
causing disruption to the insulin secreting endocrine cells. Cystic fibrosis related
diabetes manifests primarily as an insulin deficiency, and is best diagnosed via
Glucose tolerance test (two hour blood glucose>11, further classified as “with or
without fasting hyperglycemia”).
Cystic fibrosis related diabetes has been associated with loss of weight and lung
function for several years prior to diagnosis, and has been reported to increase whole
body protein breakdown, as well as reduce lean body mass. It is the most frequent
major co-morbidity in CF, occurring in 5-30% of patients, and is more common in
patients with pancreatic insufficiency. Prevalence increases with age and is reported
to be as high as 50% of patients aged over 30 years
The mainstay of medical treatment is insulin, usually in conjunction with specialist
endocrinologists and much ongoing education. Specialist CF dietary advice is also
necessary for optimal blood glucose level (BGL) control.
A literature review found no specific literature on physiotherapy in CFRD. However
there is a wealth of literature on the role of exercise for type 1 and type 2 diabetes in
non-CF patients. In type 1 diabetes, exercise can acutely lower blood glucose,
improve glycaemic control and reduce HbA1c [234]. Exercise also improves vascular
endothelial function [235]. In type 2 diabetes, exercise also improves glycaemic
control and reduces insulin resistance [236]. Strength training has been demonstrated
to be more effective than endurance training in this group [237]. Efforts should
therefore be made to facilitate adherence to exercise programs in people with CFRD.
Physiotherapy practice
There are a number of important safety considerations in relation to diabetic patients
and exercise.
Fast-acting carbohydrate snacks should be immediately accessible to all patients with
CFRD during and after exercise. Patients with recurrent hypoglycemia may have poor
hepatic glycogen stores, particularly where there is CF-related liver dysfunction.
Carbohydrate intake pre-exercise is recommended in this situation to avoid
hypoglycemia with exercise.
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Consideration should be given to monitoring of BGLs levels before and after
strenuous activity to determine BGL response to exercise. It is important to note that
delayed hypoglycaemia can occur up to 24-36 hours after exercise as the muscles
refuel. Monitoring will allow the CF team to take any necessary steps to prevent
hypoglycemia.
If blood sugars are high prior to exercise then exercise can have a paradoxical effect
on blood glucose causing it to rise. The high blood sugar is a reflection of inadequate
insulin. Insulin is required during normal exercise to rapidly transport glucose into
muscle. If there is insufficient insulin then hepatic glycogen stores will be released
and blood sugar further elevated following exercise. It will however fall rapidly with
use of insulin following exercise (causing delayed hypoglycemia).
Patients are frequently advised to select insulin injection sites that are away from
areas used during the chosen form of exercise. Increased regional blood flow may
result in faster absorption of insulin from such sites.
Consideration should be given salt supplementation and adequate hydration in people
with CFRD. Attention should be paid to appropriate footwear and foot care to
minimise the risk of diabetic ulcers.

6.4.1 Recommendations:
1. Insulin injection sites should be away from areas used during the chosen
form of exercise (D).
2. Fast acting carbohydrate snacks should be immediately accessible during
and after exercise (D).
3. Consider monitoring BGLs before and after strenuous activity (D).
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7 Physiotherapy for pregnancy, labour and the postnatal period
7.1 Background
The improvement in health, quality of life and longevity in CF has increased the
desire and possibility of adults becoming parents. In the 1980s, pregnancy was
thought to be too risky for women with CF. However, increased survival means that
pregnancy in women with CF is becoming more common and thus CF care teams can
give better advice regarding likely outcomes. There are few published data that relate
to the management of pregnancy in CF. Most literature reports the negative and
positive outcomes of relatively small case series [238-241].

7.2 Physiological changes during pregnancy
The pregnant hormones of relaxin, progesterone, oestrogen and cortisols result in
laxity of ligaments in preparation for the birth process. These effects are greater in
mutigravidae than primagravidae women. It takes approximately 3-6 months for the
body to return to the pre-pregnant state after the birth [242]. The maternal centre of
gravity shifts posteriorly during pregnancy to accommodate the increased abdominal
size resulting in changes in postural alignment and gait in later pregnancy. As thoracic
and lumbar curves increase, so do strain on the vertebral joints. Back pain is common
affecting more than 50% of women during pregnancy. Back pain is sometimes
accentuated in women with CF especially during acute lung exacerbations and
increased coughing.
Cardiac output increases by approximately 40% by 20 weeks. Blood volume increases
by approximately 40%, with a peak at 30 weeks, secondary to new placental
circulation. General vasodilatation occurs. This results in increased cardiac work
during pregnancy [243]. Progesterone stimulates the respiratory centres of the brain to
produce hyperventilation early in pregnancy. In late pregnancy secondary to hormonal
changes relaxation of smooth muscle occurs in the tracheo-bronchial tree leading to a
decrease in total pulmonary resistance. This may be beneficial to women with more
obstructive lung disease. However, at the end of pregnancy, residual volume
decreases secondary to elevation of the diaphragm. In the third trimester, especially
with multiple foetuses, the enlarged uterus pushes upward and outward. The high
abdominal wall tension raises the intra-abdominal pressure, even when the woman is
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upright. The diaphragm does not descend appreciably, and therefore the FRC remains
reduced. Expiratory reserve volume and FRC decrease by 15%. This may contribute
to difficulty in removing respiratory secretions.
Oedema in the lower limbs is common in pregnancy and is caused by the effects of
progesterone. When standing for long periods, gravity causes venous engorgement
further exacerbating the problem. Carpal tunnel syndrome is caused by oedema in
arms and hands compressing the distal segments of the median and ulnar nerves generally later in pregnancy but sometimes occurs as early as 16 weeks.

7.3 Pre-pregnancy planning
It is widely recognised that a planned pregnancy is likely to result in fewer problems
than an unplanned pregnancy. The multi-disciplinary team involved in the care of
pregnant women should at least consist of a respiratory physician, obstetrician,
physiotherapist, nutritionist and psychosocial practitioner, all experienced with CF.
Inhaled, oral and intravenous medication and their potential for iatrogenic effects
together with optimal nutrition and dietary supplementation should be reviewed [244].
All women with CF are advised to approach pregnancy with a regular airway
clearance therapy routine. An optimal airway clearance therapy routine suitable for
pregnancy should be developed. Modifications to physical exercise should also be
planned. Domestic support during pregnancy and afterwards together with child care
support once the baby has been born are necessary so that the mother has enough time
and energy to carry out regular airway clearance, inhalation therapy and exercise
[245].

7.4 Airway Clearance Therapy during pregnancy in CF
Head-down tilted postural drainage is not recommended during pregnancy because of
the high prevalence of symptomatic and clinically silent gastro-oesophageal reflux
(GOR) in adults with CF [246]. This is further compounded by the hormonal effects
of progesterone during pregnancy resulting in a hypotonic lower oesophageal
sphincter together with the growing weight of the developing foetus pressing against
the stomach. Techniques that exacerbate nausea should be avoided.
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Airway clearance techniques suitable during pregnancy include:
•

Active Cycle of Breathing Technique

•

Autogenic drainage

•

Positive Expiratory Pressure (PEP) therapy

•

Oscillating Positive Expiratory Pressure therapy (OscPEP)

•

Effective huffing from different lung volumes avoiding dynamic collapse

•

Physical exercise (appropriate to pregnancy) as airway clearance therapy

Mucolytic agents that may be used during pregnancy as adjuncts to airway clearance
therapy include:
•

Dornase alfa – may be continued if being used prior to pregnancy

•

Hypertonic saline: 3 – 6%

•

Saline 0.9%

Positioning during Airway Clearance Therapy
Because of the physiological changes of pregnancy, upright sitting is usually the most
comfortable position for airway clearance. Consideration should be given to
positioning during airway clearance to maintain a neutral lumbar spine for prevention
and/or minimisation of urinary incontinence during treatment (see Appendix 11).
Some women find left and right side lying horizontal or slightly head up to be more
effective during ACT. The supine horizontal position should be avoided during the
2nd and 3rd trimesters because of pressure of the foetus on the inferior vena cava
which may decrease venous return and cardiac output.

7.5 Pelvic floor function
Women with CF should be taught pelvic floor strengthening exercises to prevent
and/or treat urinary incontinence (see Chapter 8). These exercises should be
highlighted during pregnancy and in the post-natal period when urinary incontinence
is a common problem. Increase in fluid intake and activity levels such as walking
together with regular toilet habit help ease constipation.

7.6 Exercise during Pregnancy
Pregnant women are advised to modify their physical exercise program during
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pregnancy. Contact sports should be avoided. Walking and swimming are appropriate
forms of exercise. Women should avoid overheating and dehydration during exercise
ensuring adequate water and electrolyte intake. Postural awareness, ergonomic advice,
strengthening, mobilising and stability exercises and sometimes a lumbar sacral
support belt assist in managing these normal pregnancy changes. Symphysis pubis,
sacro-iliac joint and round ligament pain occur commonly around 29-32 weeks. An
elastic binder, worn low below the belly to give support to the symphysis pubis and
sacro-iliac joints while weight bearing, can provide significant relief. Diastasis of the
recti muscles requires care in exercise.

7.7 Other physiotherapy interventions during pregnancy
Working and /or resting splints may be used to manage the symptoms associated with
carpal tunnel syndrome. Contrast bathing to increase circulation and decrease oedema
may also be helpful.
Lower limb oedema should be prevented by avoiding prolonged standing. Rest with
feet elevated and muscle pump exercises and elastic support stockings are beneficial.
Physiotherapy advice about comfortable supported sleeping positions using extra
pillows, relaxation and stress management techniques are useful strategies. Muscle
cramps are common especially in later pregnancy. They may be caused by ischaemia
and pressure of the uterus on the nerves or dietary issues. Calf stretches during the
day, support stockings, medical advice on nutritional requirements such as calcium or
salt and massage may relieve the problem. Plantar flexion should be avoided when
waking up.

7.8 Physiotherapy during labour in CF
Pain, shortness of breath on exertion and low oxygen saturation are common in
healthy women during labour. Oxygen saturation has been measured at 98% the day
after delivery, whereas in labour it went as low as 87% in women without CF [243].
Thus desaturation may be marked in women with CF during labour. Oxygen therapy
should be provided to maintain normal saturation. Bronchodilator therapy and
assistance with sputum clearance may be required for some women during labour.
Conservation of energy strategies should be employed. Adequate pain relief during
labour is a high priority for women with CF, with normal vaginal delivery highly
desirable in order to minimise post-delivery complications [245].
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7.9 Physiotherapy post-Caesarian section in CF
Adequate post-operative pain relief, oxygen therapy (if required), appropriate
inhalation therapy in the form of broncho-dilators and mucolytic agents together with
optimal airway clearance therapy and early mobilisation are a priority after a
Caesarian section.

7.10 Physiotherapy in the post-natal period
Physical support for the mother is a priority after birth. She needs to have time and
energy to carry out appropriate airway clearance therapy, inhalation therapy and postnatal exercises.

7.11 Recommendations
1. Postural drainage in head down tilted positions should not be used during
pregnancy (D).
2. Exercise should be modified during pregnancy according to usual
pregnancy guidelines (D).
3. During labour, appropriate pain relief, oxygen therapy, inhalational and
airway clearance therapy should be provided as required (D).
4. Following delivery, adequate pain relief, oxygen therapy, appropriate
inhalation and airway clearance therapy and early mobilisation should be
considered (D).
5. Frequent contact with the multidisciplinary CF team and the obstetric
team should be encouraged during pregnancy and the postnatal period
(D).
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8 Physiotherapy management of continence
Urinary incontinence is the involuntary leakage of urine. There are two types of
urinary incontinence, namely, stress incontinence and urge incontinence. The reported
prevalence of urinary incontinence in girls and women with CF ranges from 22% to
64% [247-251] in comparison with 13% in healthy women aged 18-24 years [252]. In
a recent study of urinary incontinence and bowel problems in women with CF
compared to healthy controls, stress incontinence was significantly higher in women
with CF (67%) compared to healthy controls (26%) [253]. Urinary incontinence in
men with CF has received less attention in the literature but a recent report suggests a
prevalence of 8% in males aged 16- 51 years, which is also higher than that found in
healthy controls [254].
It is not known whether the cause of urinary incontinence in CF is chronic cough,
paroxysms of prolonged coughing or demands placed on the pelvic floor during
airway clearance therapy, huffing, coughing and physical exercise (all essential
elements of recommended daily physiotherapy treatment), or underlying structural
differences. It has recently been demonstrated that women with chronic lung disease
did not differ from control subjects in pelvic floor muscle strength or timing of
contractions; however women with chronic lung disease did have reduced endurance
of pelvic floor musculature with prolonged coughing [255].
It has recently been demonstrated that treatment of urinary incontinence in women
with CF by a qualified continence physiotherapist with exercise, electrical
stimulation, biofeedback and bladder training resulted in significant improvements in
pelvic floor strength, reduction in leakage and improvement in quality of life which
were sustained for at least three months after the completion of treatment [256]. The
recommended physiotherapy treatment is based on the results of this study.
Physiotherapy practice
Patients are embarrassed about incontinence and will seldom raise the topic with the
health care team. However, if asked as part of routine assessment patients value the
opportunity to discuss the problem and learn strategies to prevent and / or resolve the
problem. All physiotherapists working with CF patients should include pelvic floor
assessment and treatment as part of routine care, and if the problem persists should
refer the patient on to a physiotherapist specialising in continence.
Patients should be taught “the knack”, a contraction of the pelvic floor prior to any
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activity that increases the load to the pelvic floor (such as coughing, huffing,
sneezing, laughing) to prevent leakage. This should become a lifelong habit.
Patients should be taught strength and endurance training of the pelvic floor and lower
abdominal muscles for prevention of leakage during all activities that apply force to
the pelvic floor such as exercise, airway clearance, huffing and coughing. Patients
should also be taught optimal positioning during upright sitting for airway clearance
therapy in positions that maintain a neutral lumbar spine and enhance pelvic floor
function [257]. A protocol for pelvic floor training in CF is found in Appendix 11.
Trampoline jumping, a commonly prescribed form of physical exercise and airway
clearance therapy is appropriate until the age of puberty. Thereafter, jogging on the
trampoline is more appropriate to avoid excessive force on the pelvic floor.
Patients who continue to have a problem with bladder and bowel control should be
referred for a course of specialised assessment and treatment using exercise, electrical
stimulation, biofeedback and bladder training by a qualified continence
physiotherapist.

8.1 Recommendations
1. Females with CF from puberty onwards should be taught “the knack”, a way
of bracing / preparing the pelvic floor to overcome the downward pressure
during activities such as exercise, forced expirations and coughing (D).
2. Women should be taught preventative / rehabilitative strength and endurance
exercises to provide better control of the pelvic floor (C).
3. Consideration should be given to positioning during airway clearance to
maintain a neutral lumbar spine (C).
4. Patients who continue to have difficulties with bladder or bowel control should
be referred to a qualified continence physiotherapist (D).
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9 Physiotherapy
management
diagnosed patient

of

the

newly

9.1 The newly diagnosed infant
Newly diagnosed infants with CF in Australia are generally asymptomatic and
diagnosed via neonatal screening tests. Regardless of symptoms, all infants should
meet with the CF multi-disciplinary team soon after diagnosis, either as an inpatient
or a day stay outpatient [258, 259]. Physiotherapy intervention should begin
immediately unless specifically delayed for a short period at a medical physicians
discretion eg post bowel resection for meconium ilieus. Follow–up should occur
frequently until the family is comfortable with the infant’s routine and/or the infant is
asymptomatic post acute infection.
The role of physiotherapy and airway clearance should be explained, demonstrated
and practiced at initial education sessions regardless of symptoms [211, 260]. The
rationale for airway clearance techniques should be explained with relation to:
Pathophysiology – Even in asymptomatic infants there is evidence of inflammation,
infection and structural change in the airways [261, 262]. Treatment of early changes
may preserve lung function and optimise long-term outcomes [263, 264].
Theory of airway clearance techniques - by improving mucociliary clearance, the
development of chronic lung disease may be delayed [29, 263]
Adherence - routine may assist with adherence and teaches effective ACTs for when
the infant is acutely unwell
Treatment of an acute chest infection - recognition of signs and symptoms so that
necessary treatment can be started quickly.
Physiotherapy practice
Airway clearance for the newborn should fit in with the family’s routine to aid
adherence [1, 29, 260]. General consensus amongst Australian physiotherapists
working with CF children suggests treatment of an asymptomatic infant should
consist of 4-6 modified PD positions performed 1-2x/day. These positions should not
include traditional gravity-assisted postural drainage in the infant due to the risk of
GOR [58, 62, 64]. In each position percussion or thoracic compressions should be
performed for 3-5 minutes with short rest intervals to allow for normal physiological
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breathing. Vibrations are difficult to co-ordinate and not generally used with an infant.
Total treatment time should be a maximum of 20 minutes per session. Some
international centres also use PEP and assisted autogenic drainage [29] however these
techniques are not in common use with infants in Australia.
Generally treatment should be encouraged before or at least one hour after feeds [29,
260] and be performed at a time that best suits the family routine. Some awake time
treatment should be encouraged to aid future compliance. Coughing should not be
induced in the asymptomatic infant, but imitation coughing should be encouraged
from diagnosis.
If the child is unwell then treatment should be increased to 2-4 x/day and performed
prior to antibiotic inhaled nebulisations. The teaching of inhaled medications may be
performed by the CF Physiotherapist or Liaison nurse and differs in each centre. All
members should promote a correct nebulisation technique with the family [265, 266].
On initial assessment the physiotherapist should encourage the parents to observe the
infant’s baseline signs and symptoms so they can identify possible signs of a chest
infection. These signs and symptoms should be based on World Health Organisation
(WHO) guidelines [267] and include changes in fever, cough frequency and/or sound,
mood, stools, reflux patterns, work of breathing or breathing patterns, appetite or
weight loss.
A cough swab, oropharyngeal suction or bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) will be
performed shortly after diagnosis, with or without a high-resolution computed
tomography (HRCT) and chest X-ray (CXR). The physiotherapist may need to
modify the individual program as these results become available. Attention should be
paid to symptomatic segments of the lung affected by persistent atelectasis,
inflammation, infection or abnormal anatomy.
General advice should be given to families on the need to protect their child from
cigarette smoke, perform good hand-washing techniques and when to contact the CF
team physiotherapist, particularly if the child becomes wheezy or breathless during
treatment or has signs and symptoms of GOR.
It is important to establish a ‘team’ relationship with the family from diagnosis and
emphasise the positive ‘lifestyle’ changes this experience may have [268]. Good
parenting and behavioural management skills such as positive encouragement, the use
of music/singing, regular routines, toys and pacifiers can be demonstrated and
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encouraged to assist with future adherence with treatment [269]. Positions and
methods with which to handle, distract and settle the child should be gently
introduced and demonstrated throughout the session, particularly with first-time
parents. Positive aspects of the importance of exercise and normal activity
participation should be discussed. Normal developmental play and prone lying should
be encouraged as the first steps towards an active physical life style and routine [29].

9.2 The newly diagnosed adult
Adults with a diagnosis of CF usually have milder disease than those diagnosed in
infancy [211]. Symptoms are more subtle and initial sweat chloride tests are lower or
equivocal. Only one system may be affected and there is a higher incidence of
pancreatic sufficiency [211]. Often patients have a previous diagnosis of
bronchiectasis and therefore may have had exposure to airway clearance techniques
and possibly have established treatment regimens.
Education should be introduced slowly. Despite presentation with a milder form of
disease adults with a CF diagnosis still have to accept living with a genetic and
potentially severe chronic illness [263]. There should be no presumption of
knowledge of the disease. Cystic fibrosis teams should assess what their adultdiagnosed patients know and what they need to learn. Specific problems should be
addressed initially and further education introduced over a period of time in the
outpatient or inpatient setting. The focus of treatment should be on self management
but this may be dependent on disease severity and already established treatment
regimens [263].
Education about CF and its management should consider the implications of the
disease on established lifestyles [263]. Newly diagnosed adults may have unique
needs regarding hospitalisation with significant impact on home, social and working
lives. Establishing good communication and development of rapport are essential for
a professional and supportive relationship [29]. Newly diagnosed adults may be active
seekers of alternate sources for information, such as the internet. The CF team should
ensure that patients are accessing reliable resources.
Care should be taken with early incorporation into a CF clinic until colonising
organisms are established. Exposure to the multidisciplinary resources of CF clinic
can optimise management of the diverse symptoms of adult CF disease.
Physiotherapy practice
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Some newly diagnosed adults are very well; therefore physical exercise, huffing and
coughing are appropriate stand-alone airway clearance techniques. However, it is still
important that these patients are given information about other airway clearance
techniques available to manage their respiratory symptoms. Comprehensive ongoing
education about techniques and the rationale for their use may improve adherence in
the future.
Those patients with established lung disease should be taught airway clearance and
exercise regimens and educated about the role of nebulized drugs in their treatment.

9.3 Recommendations
1. Education by the physiotherapist should begin at diagnosis (D).
2. Routine treatment for newly diagnosed infants:
•

should be done before feeds, or at least 1 hour after feeds (C )

•

should begin with the child awake (D )

•

should be performed at a time that best fits in with family routine (D).

3. The current treatment for infants is:
•

modified postural drainage in 4-5 positions (B)

•

percussion for 3-5 minutes each position (C)

•

vibrations do not need to be taught at diagnosis but can be introduced as
control of breathing improves (D)

•

cough should be spontaneous; however imitation of cough should be
encouraged from the start of treatment (D).

4. Physiotherapy treatment for the newly diagnosed adult should optimise
airway clearance and encourage physical exercise (D).
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10 Transition from paediatric to adult care – the
physiotherapy role
Transition can be defined as the ‘process of preparation for final transfer from
paediatric to adult care systems; this transfer must be understood, ultimately, as
success in aiding chronically ill children to start a productive life and achieve social
integration as adults’ [270].
It is well accepted that young adults with CF should receive their health care in adult
settings [271, 272]. However, there is no doubt that transition is a stressful period for
patients and families, with some being reluctant to consider transfer of care to an adult
hospital [273]. Areas of most concern include potential exposure to infection; leaving
a well-known physician; and meeting a new care team [274]. Parents also report
significant concerns regarding the ability of their child to care for their CF
independently as required in an adult setting [274, 275]. Age, gender and severity of
lung disease do not predict the level of concern regarding transition [274]. Factors
preventing the transfer of care from the paediatric to the adult team include patient
and family resistance, medical severity and developmental delay [276].
There is no consensus regarding the best model of transition for patients with CF and
there is little research on which to base recommendations. The most commonly used
criterion for transfer to adult care is age [276] with 16 – 18 years being the preferred
time [275]. However, the transition process must begin before this time. It has been
suggested that discussions regarding transition should begin from the time of high
school entry and no later than a year before transfer is expected [277]. Descriptive
data indicate that meeting the adult team prior to transition is important in aiding the
transition process [274, 278]. Patients report that provision of written information
regarding the adult setting is useful [278] however it appears that if it is given around
the time of transfer this information is not well retained [277]. Importantly it appears
that the experience of transition impacts on future satisfaction with adult care [278].
Transition programmes differ between Australian centres. Many use a ‘transfer clinic’
where patients and families can meet with both the adult and paediatric teams prior to
the transfer of care; the degree of preparation and coordination of the transfer process
varies. The physiotherapist will work with the local team to facilitate a smooth
transition between paediatric and adult services, regardless of the model utilised.
However, there are some specific aspects of care that are important to address in the
physiotherapy management of transfer.
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Physiotherapy practice
During the transition process, physiotherapists from the paediatric and adult centres
should communicate directly regarding the detailed aspects of each patient’s treatment
regimen [279]. The physiotherapist from the adult centre should meet the patient prior
to transfer and opportunity should be provided to address the expectations and
concerns of both patients and their parents regarding ongoing physiotherapy
management. Infection control policies for physiotherapy in the adult setting should
be discussed as part of the transition process [274]. Physiotherapists in the paediatric
centre can assist the transition process by actively promoting self-management in the
time leading up to transfer of care and providing positive information about the adult
service.
The close liaison between paediatric and adult physiotherapy teams should not cease
at the time of transfer but continue throughout the first year until the patient is well
established in the adult clinic. This is particularly important if a patient becomes
unwell soon after transfer, in which case the physiotherapists should communicate
directly to ensure optimisation of physiotherapy care.
Transition should be a planned, coordinated and gradual process. The process must
engage the young person with CF and their family in a non-confronting way.
Cooperation between physiotherapy staff at adult and paediatric centres is essential
for successful transition in CF.

10.1 Recommendations
1. During the process of transition, paediatric and adult physiotherapists should
communicate directly regarding the detailed aspects of each patient’s
physiotherapy care (D).
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11 Physiotherapy management for end-stage disease
11.1 Non-Invasive Ventilation in Cystic Fibrosis
The management of severe lung disease is an important component of care for
patients with CF. With life expectancy now extending well into adulthood and many
patients choosing to be listed for lung transplantation, maintaining optimum
functioning in patients with end-stage lung disease is crucial. Non-invasive ventilation
(NIV) has an expanding role in the management of CF-related acute respiratory
failure and bridge to transplant; chronic respiratory failure; airway clearance; and
exercise.
The physiological rationale for use of NIV in CF is that unloading of the respiratory
muscles with positive pressure results in improved respiratory muscle performance,
increased alveolar ventilation and improvement in gas exchange [280]. Support for
this mechanism of action is provided by a number of short-term physiological studies.
Reduced respiratory muscle work during NIV has been reported in both adults and
children with CF, with reported reductions in work of breathing of 20– 60% [281283]. This is associated with a 30% increase in minute ventilation and tidal volume,
and reduction in transcutaneous carbon dioxide of 7% [283]. The results of these
studies support the theoretical rationale for respiratory muscle unloading with NIV in
CF, resulting in improved alveolar ventilation and better gas exchange. These effects
are crucial to the clinical application of NIV in CF.

11.1.1

Acute respiratory failure and bridge to transplant

A number of descriptive studies report the successful use of NIV to stabilise patients
with CF and acute respiratory failure [284-289]. In this group of patients with severe
lung disease, NIV results in reduced PaCO2, respiratory rate and dyspnoea. Although
NIV does not reverse the respiratory deterioration inherent in end-stage disease, it
may allow the patient to be stabilised for long enough for donor lungs to become
available for transplantation. The use of NIV outside the group of CF patients
awaiting lung transplantation has also been reported [289] where it may be useful for
palliation of dyspnoea in end-stage disease (C).
Although there are no disease-specific guidelines for initiation of NIV during acute
respiratory failure in CF, many useful principles can be taken from experience in
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other lung diseases [290]. However, there are some special features of CF which
should be taken into consideration when setting up NIV for this patient group.
1. Acid-base balance
Special care needs to be taken with analysis of arterial blood gases in CF patients with
acute hypercapnic respiratory failure. As well as a respiratory acidosis, these patients
frequently exhibit a metabolic alkalosis which may contribute to hypercapnia [291].
Metabolic alkalosis has been linked to chloride depletion and hypovolaemia,
occurring secondarily to altered epithelial cell chloride transport in CF. Malnutrition,
a common feature of end-stage CF, also contributes to metabolic alkalosis due to
hypoalbuminemia. The presence of metabolic alkalosis may have implications for
response to NIV in hypercapnic patients, and in some patients, electrolyte and volume
correction may be required to restore acid-base balance (C).
2. Humidification
Non-invasive ventilation delivers air at high flow rates and with low relative
humidity, which may overwhelm the capacity of the upper airway mucosa to warm
and humidify inspired air [292]. The levels of humidity delivered during bilevel are
lower than the levels reported to cause airway drying in users of CPAP [293]. This is
of greatest concern in patients with excessive secretions, who are at high risk of
sputum retention. Consideration should be given to heated humidification when NIV
is used in CF.
3. Inhaled therapies
Patients with CF often require frequent and multiple inhaled therapies, such as
bronchodilators and mucolytics. Consideration must therefore be given to the route of
administration of these therapies in the patient using NIV. For some patients, breaks
from NIV may be appropriate, at which time inhaled therapies can be given via their
usual route. For NIV-dependent patients however, administration of inhaled therapies
during NIV will be required. Connectors for metered dose inhalers (MDIs) are
available; alternatively, a T-piece connector for nebulisation can be used. Ensure that
the nebuliser is connected between the patient and the exhalation port.

11.1.2

Sleep disordered breathing and chronic respiratory
failure

Hypoxia and hypercapnia occur commonly during sleep in moderate to severe CF
[294, 295]. These alterations in gas exchange are frequently seen during sleep prior to
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being evident in the daytime [144, 296]. Repeated deterioration in gas exchange
during sleep may impair ventilatory drive and result in daytime respiratory failure
[297]. Positive short-term effects of NIV during sleep in CF have been reported [296,
298]. NIV is more effective than either oxygen therapy or CPAP in treating sleeprelated hypercapnia and prevents rapid eye movement (REM) related decreases in
minute ventilation. The major benefit of NIV during sleep, therefore, is prevention of
alveolar hypoventilation and hypercapnia whilst providing the same degree of
correction of hypoxia as supplemental oxygen and CPAP.
Longer-term outcomes of NIV for chronic respiratory failure may include
improvements in daytime PaCO2, reduction in the number of days spent in hospital
and improvement in symptoms [299, 300]. To date there is no evidence that NIV
improves survival. Although little longer-term data is currently available, a trial of
NIV in individual patients with symptomatic nocturnal ventilatory failure is indicated.
When initiating NIV for chronic respiratory failure in CF, care should be taken that
effective ventilation is delivered. The rapid, shallow breathing pattern seen during
REM sleep may be associated with impaired patient-ventilator synchrony, especially
if a mouthleak is present. Attention should be given to selection of an appropriate
interface, rectification of mouthleak and use of a back-up rate if required. In some
patients full polysomnography may be indicated to ensure that effective ventilation
has been achieved.

11.1.3

Non-invasive ventilation as an adjunct to airway
clearance

Airway clearance techniques are an onerous aspect of CF treatment, especially when
patients are unwell, due to increased ventilatory demand [70], adverse effects on
respiratory muscle performance [301], alterations in gas exchange [65, 302] and
dyspnoea [19]. Non-invasive ventilation has been reported to unload the respiratory
muscles during airway clearance in both adults and children with CF, resulting in
decreased dyspnea and preventing oxygen desaturation during treatment [301, 302].
Benefits are greatest in those with poor respiratory muscle strength or severe airflow
obstruction, measured by FEV1. However, the amount of sputum expectorated is not
different to a session performed without NIV. Non-invasive ventilation may therefore
be a useful adjunct to airway clearance for severely unwell patients in whom
dyspnoea limits treatment effectiveness, or for NIV-dependent patients in whom it is
crucial to maintain regular airway clearance.
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The aim of NIV during airway clearance is to provide respiratory muscle unloading.
Therefore when setting up NIV, the goal should be to provide as much pressure
support as possible by increasing IPAP as tolerated. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
high levels of expiratory pressure may interfere with coughing and expectoration and
therefore EPAP should be kept relatively low. Coaching will be required so that the
patient is able to perform forced expirations, cough and expectorate without removing
the mask. A nasal mask will usually assist with ease of expectoration.

11.1.4

Exercise and non-invasive ventilation

Exercise capacity is correlated with survival in CF, and consequently exercise training
forms an important part of CF management across the lifespan [119]. Listing for lung
transplantation further increases the requirement to maintain good physical fitness to
assist with post-transplantation rehabilitation. However, maintaining and improving
exercise capacity poses significant challenges in patients with advanced lung disease
where high work of breathing may limit exercise duration and patients may be NIVdependent.
One study has examined the use of CPAP to reduce work of breathing during exercise
in CF [303]. Patients who were more hyperinflated and had more severe lung disease
showed improved exercise endurance, reduced oxygen consumption, reduced
dyspnoea, improved oxygenation and reduced work of breathing with CPAP
compared to exercise on room air. This is in contrast to subjects with mild disease
who showed increased oxygen consumption and increased dyspnoea with CPAP. To
date the use of bilevel during exercise has not been examined in CF, however studies
in patients with COPD suggest a similar benefit from this modality [304]. These data
indicate that NIV may have a role to reduce work of breathing during exercise in
patients with advanced lung disease.
In clinical practice, NIV is used to assist exercise training in patients with CF where
severe dyspnoea limits training duration, or in patients who are severely unwell and
bridging to transplantation. In NIV-dependent patients training should not be
commenced until arterial blood gases have stabilised. It is important to allow time for
the patient to acclimatise to NIV at rest before beginning exercise training,
particularly if NIV has not previously been used. The aim of NIV during exercise is to
reduce work of breathing and therefore the patient should be given as much pressure
support as possible by increasing IPAP as tolerated. This will often require titration
during exercise. A full face mask may be required during exercise to prevent
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mouthleak.

11.1.5

Recommendations

1. Non-invasive ventilation should be considered in all patients with acute
respiratory failure who are listed for transplantation (C).
2. In patients with symptomatic nocturnal ventilatory failure a trial of NIV
may be undertaken (B).
3. NIV is a useful adjunct to airway clearance in patients with severe disease
in whom dyspnoea and fatigue limits effective airway clearance (B).
4. NIV may be a useful adjunct to exercise in patients with severe disease in
whom dyspnoea and fatigue contribute to deconditioning and limit
effective training (C).
5. Heated passover humidification should be incorporated into the circuit
for all applications of NIV in CF (C).
6. When selecting an interface, consideration should be given to ease of
expectoration and prevention of mouthleak during sleep (D).
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11.2 Physiotherapy and Lung Transplantation
Lung transplantation is a well-established treatment which aims to improve the
quality of life and survival of those patients with severe disease who are already
managed optimally. Physiotherapists are key members of the transplant team,
providing expertise in the physical and functional assessment, respiratory
management and rehabilitation of patients both before and after surgery.
The following recommendations are largely based on expert opinion and current
Australian clinical practice as there is a lack of published research in this area.

11.2.1

Transplant assessment

The assessment of potential recipients is performed by an experienced
multidisciplinary team at a transplant centre with input from the usual CF treatment
team. Extensive physiological, functional and psychological assessment is
undertaken.
Physiotherapy assessment of the potential transplant candidate focuses on the impact
of respiratory and musculoskeletal limitations on exercise, functional capacity and
social performance. Functional exercise capacity is measured with the six-minute
walk test. Musculoskeletal abnormalities such as reduced muscle mass,
structural/postural thoracic kyphoscoliosis and shortened calf, hamstrings and psoas
muscles are commonly seen in candidates with CF. Patients with co-morbidities that
may seriously compromise the outcome of transplantation should be excluded.
The ability to adhere to treatments and to work together with the transplant team is
considered essential for a successful long-term outcome following transplant.

11.2.2

Preparation for transplantation

Time on the waiting list can vary from weeks to years. Once on the waiting list,
patients are monitored closely by the transplant team in order to ensure that
candidates continue to meet selection criteria and are in optimal physical condition for
surgery.
Most adult transplant centres offer dedicated pre-operative exercise training classes
for transplant candidates. Supervised exercise training 2-3 times a week and a home
exercise routine are encouraged. Patients who regularly attend other centres for
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ongoing outpatient treatment should be supervised by their local physiotherapist and
progress reported back to the transplant team.

11.2.3

Post-operative period

All physiotherapy interventions should be assessment-based and individualised for
each patient.
Physiotherapy treatment in the post-operative period aims to:
•

Optimise ventilation

•

Clear retained lung secretions

•

Promote independent function (ie bed mobility, transfers, ambulation)

•

Improve fitness/ activity tolerance

•

Facilitate self-management

The physiotherapy program is initiated in the intensive care unit (ICU) as early as the
first postoperative day. Sufficient analgesia is needed to allow effective huffing,
coughing and for early mobilisation. Lung transplant patients often have a poor ability
to perceive the presence of secretions and this may persist in the long term. If sputum
retention becomes a problem for a recipient, inhalation therapy and an appropriate
airway clearance technique should be instituted.
On the ward, physiotherapy treatment focuses on achieving independence with
activities of daily living, increasing endurance (walking, stationary cycling, stair
climbing), and exercises addressing any specific musculoskeletal deficits. To allow
chest wall healing, patients are advised not to lift weights greater than 5kg for 10 – 12
weeks. On discharge, supervised rehabilitation usually continues as an outpatient at
the transplant centre for approximately 3 months.

11.2.4

Rehabilitation post transplant

Patients attend a formal outpatient rehabilitation program comprising of exercise
training and education at the transplant centre. The primary goals in the rehabilitation
phase are to:
•

Improve the patient’s physical condition (strength, endurance, posture)

•

Promote independence in maintaining and monitoring their physical condition.
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•

Improve the patient’s confidence in becoming involved in a full range of
activities of daily living and appropriate exercise activities

•

Nurture realistic expectations for employment, sport and leisure activities

•

Facilitate the integration back into social and vocational roles

By approximately 12 weeks, most patients have achieved a good level of fitness and
function and are able to be discharged from physiotherapy with a maintenance home
exercise program to be undertaken independently. Patients are encouraged to maintain
an active lifestyle. Those patients who require further rehabilitation are referred closer
to their local area where access to services is more convenient.

11.2.5

Transplant-related problems

Lung transplant recipients commonly experience problems that may require
physiotherapy intervention during hospital admission or outpatient follow up. These
include:
•

Acute or chronic respiratory tract infection

•

Chronic graft dysfunction

•

Musculoskeletal morbidities (osteoporosis, pathological fracture, myopathy)

•

Reduced functional performance

•

Declining exercise capacity

•

Changes in social and vocational roles

Because of these ongoing issues, consideration should be given to yearly assessment
of patients with CF who have undergone lung transplantation.

11.2.6

Recommendations

1. Patients with CF should be assessed for suitability for lung transplantation by
a physiotherapist at the lung transplant centre in consultation with a
physiotherapist from the treating CF team (D).
2. Patients with CF should undertake an exercise program designed to optimise
their physical function while on the transplant waiting list (D).
3. Physiotherapy management following lung transplantation follows general
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principles similar to the management of other thoracic surgery patients (D).
4. Patients with cystic fibrosis who have undergone lung transplantation should
participate in a formal, supervised rehabilitation program post-operatively (D).
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11.3 Palliative or end of life care in cystic fibrosis
The model of care for palliative/end of life care in CF differs from the model
described for other diseases (eg cancer, AIDS) as there may not be a clear transition
from active treatment to palliative care. The time it takes for a patient with CF to die
varies considerably, is difficult to predict and can take many weeks or months.
Treatment progresses from aggressive and invasive treatment to support care that
makes comfort a priority (with some preventative/therapeutic treatment continuing),
and finally to comfort care only [305, 306]. The likelihood of lung transplantation will
influence decisions regarding when to move to another stage of care. Ninety percent
of patients die of respiratory failure [307] and most patients die during a pulmonary
exacerbation and/or viral infection [308].
The aim of end of life care is to help provide the best quality of life and comfortable
death for the patient in accordance with his/her wishes. The care should focus on
comfort and dignity and be tailored to each patient’s goals and values [306]
It has been suggested that palliative care should be discussed earlier, rather than when
patients are in the end stage of their disease [309]. This could occur at transition from
the paediatric to the adult unit; during an annual review; at the consultant’s discretion;
or at a time when a patient’s health declines, particularly when due to lack of
adherence.
The palliative/end of life care management should be interdisciplinary and include:
•

skilled management of the symptoms causing discomfort

•

maximising quality of life

•

family/carer education and training

•

respite care for family and carers

•

assessment and treatment of psychological, social and spiritual distress

•

assistance to the patient, family and carers with planning for the end of life and
after

•

loss, grief and bereavement support [11].

Interdisciplinary care consists of continuing care from the CF team supplemented by
the palliative care team and, if the patient chooses to die at home, the pastoral care
personnel. In a study of all known CF deaths in Canada in 1995, 90% of patients
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received on-going care from the CF physician and 7% received most of their care
from a family physician [308].
Clinical indicators of short-term survival include:
•

inability to maintain metabolic compensation for chronic respiratory acidosis

•

increased rate of decline in pulmonary function tests

•

lack of response to prolonged intravenous therapy

•

weight loss that can’t be halted with supplemental feeding / parental nutrition

•

increases in headache and chest pain [310].

Symptoms that cause discomfort in patients with CF include:
•

pain, including chest pain and headaches

•

dyspnoea

•

fatigue

•

weight loss

•

anxiety

•

depression

11.3.1

When to switch from active treatment to palliative care

It is difficult for clinicians and family to decide when to change the focus of care.
During their last year of life many patients have increased admissions for pulmonary
exacerbations. During most of these admissions patients will respond to antibiotics +/short-term non-invasive ventilation and it is difficult to determine which exacerbation
is the final one. As a result preventative/therapeutic care (such as intravenous
antibiotics, assisted ventilation, vitamins and airway clearance) often continues even
within the last 24 hours of life [305]. The majority of patients will receive palliative
care/comfort measures alongside these treatments [305, 308].

11.3.2

Physiotherapy treatment at end of life in CF

There is no published literature specifically pertaining to physiotherapy treatment in
the terminal stages of CF.
The aims of treatment depend upon whether the patient is:
•

actively waiting for transplant
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•

deteriorating whilst waiting for transplant

•

unsuitable for transplant

•

declines transplant listing

In the patient who is deteriorating but still waiting for transplantation, it may therefore
be appropriate to continue with therapeutic care in the terminal stages if the patient
wishes to do so. However in the dying patient in whom transplant is not a prospect,
treatment should be used only to relieve symptoms. The patient’s wishes regarding
the amount of treatment should be respected and if the patient is tired or does not want
treatment it should be omitted. Due to the long-term relationship of patients with their
clinicians, it may be helpful for the CF physiotherapist to continue to see the patient in
a support role even after active treatment is discontinued [7].
Airway clearance techniques
Minimising the work of breathing during airway clearance is an important
consideration in those with end-stage disease. Airway clearance techniques result in
increased ventilatory demand [70] and may compromise respiratory muscle
performance in those with severe disease [301, 302]. Although many patients will be
able to continue the use of independent techniques, some patients require therapistassisted airway clearance such as percussion or thoracic compressions to minimise the
respiratory work required. Non-invasive ventilation may also be useful to assist the
respiratory muscles and relieve dyspnoea during airway clearance.
In the patient who is no longer receiving active treatment, airway clearance is often
continued in order to relieve symptoms. The choice of technique should be based on
patient preference and adapted according to the patient’s tolerance and requests. The
patient’s wishes regarding the amount of treatment should be respected and if the
patient is tired or does not want treatment, it should be omitted.
Other techniques
Towards the end of life, patients often report significant benefits from alternative
techniques such as soft tissue massage [208], positioning for relaxation, trigger point
release, music therapy and use of a fan to blow air on the face. These may be
important physiotherapy roles for the dying patient. The physiotherapist can teach the
family and carers to assist with many of these techniques, as well as to assist with
cough support and airway clearance.
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11.3.3

Recommendations

1. Physiotherapy treatment at the end of life should be tailored to each patient’s
wishes (D).
2. Airway clearance for patients with end-stage disease should aim to minimise
work of breathing and maximise patient comfort (D).
3. Airway clearance may be continued even in the palliative stage if the patient
finds it beneficial to relieve symptoms (D).
4. Comfort measures such as soft tissue massage and positioning should be
considered in the palliative patient (D).
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12 Adherence to physiotherapy in cystic fibrosis
Physiotherapists frequently encounter adherence problems in both inpatient and
outpatient settings for clients with CF and their families. Adherence to physiotherapy
has been reported at 53% [311]. This may vary according to the component of
treatment - adherence to frequency of airway clearance has been reported at 51%
whilst adherence to duration of airway clearance sessions was 64% [312]. Adherence
for inhaled dornase alfa in children has been reported at 67-84% [313, 314] whilst in
adults this varies from 24-82% [315]. Exercise therapy is perceived differently from
other forms of treatment [311], with greater adherence to exercise than airway
clearance techniques.
Parent and child self report give consistently higher adherence rates than other
measurement methods [316]. For example, self report data of 50% adherence was
objectively measured electronically as 27% and by diary as 46%. [312].
Clinical and demographic variables are poor predictors of treatment adherence.
Greater level of worry about the disease and perception of having little personal
control over the disease increased adherence to treatment. Knowledge and adherence
are not correlated but more frequent contact with the health care team increases
adherence [317].
The degree of adherence to treatment is influenced by a person’s style of coping.
Adherent clients scored higher on optimistic acceptance scale and hopefulness scale.
Partially adherent clients used distraction as a way of coping. Non-adherent clients
used avoidance as a coping strategy [318].
Consequences of poor adherence include increased morbidity and mortality, reduced
quality of life and increased health care costs [319-321]. Strategies to maximise
adherence are therefore important to long-term outcome in CF.
Physiotherapy practice
Adherence to prescribed ACTs, inhalation therapy and exercise should be explored
openly and non-judgementally at each visit (D). Engaging in a partnership approach,
to discuss barriers to adherence openly and normalise difficulties opens the way to
facilitate behavioural change [322]. Strategies that may assist this approach include
use of supportive, non-judgemental language; assessment of adherence over specific
short periods (eg one week); use of contextual anchors in daily routines for better
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recall of adherence behaviours; cognitive interviews with families to assess
estimations of adherence; and frequent discussions with families and clients regarding
the challenges of complex chronic disease management.
Many approaches to address individual adherence problems have been suggested,
including use of effective resource materials for education; tailored treatment
regimens to suit lifestyle; reduced complexity of home programs; and additional
contacts in person, phone or email to support and encourage adherence.
For parental adherence with early treatment regimens, Davidson [323] reports that ‘A
five-position modified chest physiotherapy regimen can be used with infants and
children, and it takes less time and may improve adherence’. Previous ‘conventional
chest physiotherapy’ practice in some countries included a greater number of
positions for chest drainage and longer time duration in each position.
In older patients, adherence does not significantly differ between ‘conventional’ chest
physiotherapy and other ACTs but a trend exists for participants (particularly adults)
to prefer self administered ACTs, which may promote adherence. [324].
Management of adherence problems needs to be individualised with regard to
lifestyle, education needs, and multiple other influences. Multidisciplinary team
involvement to develop client-focussed management plans is suggested as such
problems may be outside the scope of core physiotherapy practice.
Age-appropriate approaches to encourage adherence include but are not limited to:
Infants: Role modelling and parent support in developing skills.
Toddlers: Incorporate play, songs, and routines in a dynamic and positive session.
Children 4-8 years: Develop a dynamic activity based routine that incorporates ACT
and positive behavioural feedback for cooperation.
Children 9-12 years: Incorporate an airway clearance routine with some control
given to the child, coached by parent, on the background of an active lifestyle which
includes involvement in team sports, dance, or other preferred physical pursuits.
Adolescents: Identify individual goals and routines and how ACTs and exercise can
fit in to their timetable. Encourage sports participation especially for those with less
severe respiratory impairment; group exercise environments may still be appropriate
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for those with greater functional impairment.
Adults 18-25 years: Explore individual goals and barriers to goal achievement;
continue to educate and support positive aspects of actions.
Adults 25+: Continue to support and advise regarding enjoyed activities, participation
options, and modifications if needed to ACT and exercise.

12.1 Recommendations
1. Adherence to prescribed airway clearance techniques, inhalation therapy and
exercise should be explored openly and non-judgementally on a regular basis
(D).
2. Management of adherence problems should be client-focussed and
individualised (D).
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13 Infection Control during physiotherapy in cystic
fibrosis
Until the mid 1990’s, cross-infection in cystic fibrosis was not of great concern.
Patients were treated in multiple bed wards, social contact was not discouraged.
Patients attended focus groups and conferences whilst summer camps for children and
adults were popular all over the world. After outbreaks of Cepacia Syndrome in the
USA, Canada and the UK, concern about patient-to-patient transmission of pathogens
resulted in significant changes to these practices. Summer camps were disbanded,
group meetings of patients with CF were no longer encouraged and segregation was
introduced in different models in many CF centres around the world. Segregation and
cohorting of inpatients and outpatients according to respiratory organisms are now
practiced nationally and internationally [325, 326].
The following respiratory organisms are commonly found in CF and may require
specific infection control practices: Pseudomonas aeruginosa , Staphylococcus aureus
(including MRSA), Burkholderia cepacia (B. cepacia), B. mallei and B. pseudomallei,
Aspergillus and Acinetobacter fungi, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, Heteroresistant
vancomycin intermediate Staphylococcus aureus (hVISA) and Vancomycin Resistant
Enterococci (VRE) [327, 328].
Physiotherapy practice
A survey of infection control guidelines and practices amongst 19 CF centres across
Australia indicated widespread awareness and recognition of the importance of
practices to minimise the risk of transmission of organisms from patient to patient.
However, there is significant variation in infection control policies between centres
which reflects the lack of robust scientific evidence in this area. It is therefore
important that physiotherapists familiarise themselves with local infection control
guidelines. The following recommendations are based on consensus. Areas where
there is no consensus are identified.
Airway clearance and inhalation therapy
Both Pseudomonas aeruginosa and B. cepacia may be spread in droplet form by
coughing and that these organisms can survive on dry surfaces for a number of days
[328, 329]. B. cepacia has been isolated from the hospital rooms and hands of patients
following airway clearance [330-332] and has been isolated from the outside surfaces
of sputum cups [330]. These findings reinforce the need to segregate patients whilst
performing airway clearance and inhalation therapy, as well as the importance of hand
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washing to prevent person to person transmission. Stethoscopes should be cleaned
with alcohol wipes between patients (D).
Bacterial contamination of home nebulisers of CF patients has been documented and
sharing equipment has been associated with transmission of B. cepacia [115, 333].
Under no circumstances should any respiratory equipment be shared between patients
with CF. Recommendations for cleaning respiratory equipment can be found in
Chapter 3. In most Australian centres (74%), responsibility for cleaning respiratory
equipment lies with patients or families, with the advice and encouragement of
physiotherapists and nursing staff.
There is no consensus regarding the use of gloves, gowns and masks during
physiotherapy treatment in CF. Physiotherapists should consult their local infection
control policy with regard to when these measures are required.
Gym Sessions and Exercise
Coughing is common during exercise in patients with CF and therefore droplet spread
of organisms is likely. These droplets may be transmitted within three feet (one metre)
of an infected patient [328]. It is therefore recommended that patients with different
organisms do not exercise together (D). When people with the same organisms are
sharing the gym, universal precautions should be practised. Patients should be
educated and encouraged to maintain a two metre distance from other patients at all
times; patients should be taught handwashing on entering and leaving the gym; and
should be taught and encouraged to wipe down all exercise equipment with an
alcohol-based solution before and after use. All patients should be encouraged to
adopt behaviours which limit the spread and acquisition of organisms.
The consensus of Australian physiotherapists is that patients with B. cepacia and
MRSA should exercise on their own in the hospital setting (D). Inpatients with VRE
or hVISA should exercise in their own room or outdoors (D). In many centres
exercise equipment is brought into the patient’s room to facilitate exercise training.
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13.1 Recommendations
1. Patients with different organisms should not carry out airway clearance
physiotherapy together (C).
2. Patients should not share airway clearance therapy or inhalational therapy
equipment under any circumstances (C).
3. Patients should clean their own airway clearance equipment at home and in
hospital as advised by the CF team or manufacturer’s instructions (D).
4. Patients with different organisms should not exercise in the same gym area at
the same time. When people with the same organisms are in the gym, universal
precautions should be practised (D).
5. Patients with B.cepacia and MRSA should exercise on their own in the hospital
setting (D).
6. Inpatients with VRE / hVISA should exercise in their own room and outdoors
(D).
7. Staff should practice strict handwashing between patients (C) and
stethoscopes should be wiped before applying to patients (D).
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14 Delivery of physiotherapy treatment to inpatients
and outpatients with cystic fibrosis
There is little published research regarding the optimum structure of physiotherapy
services for patients with CF. The following recommendations represent expert
clinical opinion and reflect current Australian and international best practice [334].

14.1 Physiotherapy treatment for inpatients
Patients should be assessed and physiotherapy treatment started on the day of
admission. The physiotherapy service should therefore be available seven days a
week. The physiotherapy service should be led by a physiotherapy clinician with a
special interest in CF in order to facilitate continuity of care.
Treatment should be tailored to the patient’s clinical status and based on the clinical
assessment findings. The physiotherapy treatment plan should specifically address
inhalation therapy, airway clearance therapy and physical exercise.
Airway clearance therapy should be tailored to the patient’s clinical status,
considering the most efficacious regimen and each patient’s personal preferences.
Patients who are admitted with an acute exacerbation with increased and/or retained
secretions will need to carry out more frequent airway clearance therapy sessions than
their baseline daily regimen. The number of treatments will range from two to three or
more treatments in 24 hours. Care should be taken to match the dosage (number and
duration) of treatment sessions to each patient’s condition. Physical exhaustion from
too high a dose of physiotherapy should be avoided. Timely initiation of non-invasive
ventilation should be considered where indicated. Ideally, an on call physiotherapy
service should be available after hours to provide treatment to patients with severe
respiratory insufficiency related to excessive and/or retained airway secretions who
are at risk of deterioration overnight.
A graduated physical exercise program incorporating cardiorespiratory exercise as
well as stretching, strengthening and mobilising exercises to normalize physical
function should be commenced as soon as the patient is in a fit state to do so. Patients
should not exercise while febrile or while they are requiring much of their physical
strength and energy for work of breathing, airway clearance therapy and coughing. An
objective measure of exercise tolerance using oximetry should be undertaken to assess
baseline exercise capacity, to identify oxygen desaturation during exercise and to
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assess whether supplemental oxygen is required.
During admission, age-appropriate assessment should be undertaken of comorbidities
such as urinary incontinence and musculoskeletal limitations. Prior to discharge, an
agreement should be made with the patient and / or family regarding airway clearance
therapy and exercise to be undertaken at home.

14.2 Physiotherapy treatment for outpatients
Patients attending the outpatient department of the Cystic Fibrosis Service should
have access to a physiotherapist with a special interest in CF at each clinic visit. It is
suggested that each patient with CF be assessed by the physiotherapist three to six
monthly so that their physiotherapy program can be reviewed and optimized.
Complex patients (eg during pregnancy, those listed for transplantation) may require
more frequent and detailed review.
Annually, each patient should:
• demonstrate their daily airway clearance therapy routine in a practical session
with their physiotherapist
• go through their inhalational therapy program together with cleaning and
replacement requirements of all respiratory equipment. Arrangements should
be made for annual check and servicing of nebuliser pumps
• carry out an age-appropriate exercise tolerance test, especially in adulthood
• have a review of postural alignment, musculoskeletal and physical function. A
preventative and/or rehabilitative exercise program should be instituted as
appropriate to the age, condition and function of the patient
• an assessment of adherence to the physiotherapy program with modifications
as necessary, always considering the patient’s individual needs, lifestyle,
economic status and personal preferences in order to achieve an optimum long
term outcome.

14.3 Recommendations
1. Inpatients with CF should be assessed by a physiotherapist on the day of
hospital admission and treatment commenced at the earliest opportunity (D).
2. The physiotherapy treatment plan for inpatients with CF should specifically
address airway clearance therapy, inhalation therapy and physical exercise (D).
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3. Outpatients with CF should be reviewed by a physiotherapist every three to
six months (D).
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 Performance of the Active Cycle of Breathing
Technique
Thoracic Expansion Exercises (TEEs) are deep inspirations toward total lung
capacity. Lower chest expansion is usually encouraged. With an increase in lung
volume the resistance to airflow via the collateral channels is reduced. Mobilisation of
secretions can be facilitated by air passing along these channels and behind secretions.
A three second hold (inspiratory pause through an open glottis) at the end of
inspiration may augment this effect.
The Forced Expiration Technique (FET) is a combination of one or two forced
expirations (huffs) and periods of breathing control. During a forced expiratory
manoeuvre (for example a huff) there is compression of the airways downstream
(towards the mouth) of the equal pressure point. This squeezing action, which moves
peripherally with decreasing lung volume, facilitates the movement of secretions.
Huffing to low lung volumes will assist in mobilizing the more peripherally situated
secretions. When secretions have reached the larger, more proximal airways, a huff or
cough from moderate or high lung volume can be used to clear them.
Breathing Control (BC) is gentle, relaxed breathing around tidal volume, encouraging
use of the lower chest and relaxation of the upper chest and shoulders. Breathing
control is considered an essential part of the ACBT in order to prevent any increase in
airflow obstruction [13] or oxyhaemoglobin desaturation [66]; however this evidence
comes only from uncontrolled trials.
During the ACBT, BC is followed by TEE. Breathing control is then repeated
followed by the FET. The entire ACBT is repeated until the huff sounds dry and is
non-productive, or it is time for a rest. A minimum of ten minutes in a productive
position is recommended. If more than one position is needed, two positions are
usually sufficient for one treatment session. The total treatment time is between ten
and thirty minutes.
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Appendix 2: Technique for Autogenic Drainage
Breathing IN:
•

Commence the breath in from a low lung volume, close to residual volume

•

Slowly breathe in the necessary volume of air through the nose

•

Hold the breath for approximately 2-3 seconds

Breathing OUT:
•

Breath out preferably through the nose, or mouth to hear bronchial noises

•

Do not slow down the expiratory flow

•

The expired volume should rarely be larger than the volume which has been
inhaled previously

•

Movement of mucus should be heard distinctly during expiration.

Repeat until the mucus can be heard moving more centrally. Tidal volume and endexpiratory lung volume should then be increased in a step-wise fashion, with the aim
of gradually moving the mucus into the large airways. Once the mucus reaches the
central airways it can be evacuated using a high lung volume huff or cough.
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Appendix 3: Technique for administering Positive Expiratory
Pressure (PEP)
PEP therapy can be delivered through a face mask system or a mouthpiece system. In
both systems, PEP is created by expiring through a narrow opening, providing
resistance to expiration. The resistor should provide a steady PEP of 10-20cmH20
during the middle of expiration.
The basic technique to be used with PEP therapy is as follows:
•

Patient in sitting, with elbows on a table, feet on the floor and a neutral lumbar
spine, with the mask sealed around the nose and mouth or the mouthpiece
sealed by the lips while wearing a nose clip

•

The patient takes a breath slightly larger than tidal volume

•

Slightly active expiration is then performed through the PEP device for at least
3 seconds, maintaining a steady PEP of 10-20 cmH20

•

This is repeated 10-15 times consecutively without losing the seal of the mask
or the mouthpiece in order to increase resting lung volumes

•

At the end of the cycle of 10-15 breaths, the forced expiratory technique is used
to bring up secretions and expectorate if possible. Patients should be
discouraged from premature coughing and instead repeat the cycles until
sputum has reached the upper airways where gentle coughing will clear it.

The frequency and duration of each treatment is adapted to the needs of the individual
patient. For example in a clinically stable person with CF, 10 cycles of 10 breaths
with FET between each cycle, performed twice daily is generally recommended for
regular airway clearance. The addition of inhalation therapy may be used in clinical
practice to reduce treatment time and promote adherence (see Chapter 3).
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Appendix 4: Technique for administering high pressure PEP
High pressure PEP is administered through a face mask, using the same patient
positioning as for PEP. The patient is seated with elbows resting on a table.
The patient performs PEP breathing (moderately increased tidal breathing) for eight to
ten breaths.
Inhalation to total lung capacity is performed, followed by a forced expiratory
manoeuvre through the mask down towards residual volume, reaching pressures of
40-100cm H2O. Mobilisation of secretions usually results in coughing at low lung
volume, through the mask against the resistor. Care must be taken not to terminate
these forceful expirations before reaching residual volume.
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Appendix 5: Assembling Bottle PEP
Equipment consists of:
•

a plastic bottle (1 or 2 litre size)

•

tubing 20-30cm in length and 5mm in diameter (suction tubing is suitable).

The bottle should be filled with water to a depth of 3.5 – 10 cm, depending on
individual patient requirements. A manometer can be included in the circuit for
measurement of pressures and for teaching / patient education. The bottom of the
tubing should be located close to the bottom of the bottle throughout treatment.
The patient is instructed to undertake slightly larger than tidal volume breath with a
slightly active breath out against the resistance of the column of water. The top of the
bottle should not be sealed as this will alter resistance and pressure. A permeable
material, eg face washer, held loosely over the top can be used to stop bubbling out of
the top.
Paediatrics: A two litre milk bottle with handle is useful. The tubing can be fed
through the inside of the handle to maintain its position at the bottom of bottle.
Detergent and/or food colouring can be added to increase patient co-operation and
participation.
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Appendix 6: Technique for Oscillating PEP
A. Flutter®
To use the Flutter®, the patient should sit comfortably, then inspire to approx ½ to ¾
total lung capacity. The Flutter® is then placed in the mouth with lips closed firmly
around the mouthpiece. The breath is held for 2-3 seconds. The patient then exhales
through the Flutter® at a reasonably fast but not too forceful speed with the cheeks
held in firmly using the other hand until the buccal muscles have developed to take
over this role. This is repeated 5-15 times followed by huffing/coughing. The patient
should suppress the urge to cough until the end of each cycle. At the end of each
cycle, the patient should perform huffing and coughing to clear sputum. This is
repeated until good clearance is achieved (usually 10-15 minutes). Patients should be
taught to avoid unproductive coughing by going on to the next cycle and repeat
huffing until secretions have accumulated in the upper airway. This will avoid side
effects associated with paroxysmal coughing.
The performance of the Flutter® is gravity-dependent such that the device must be
positioned upright in order to produce oscillation. The frequency can be modulated by
changing the inclination of the device either slightly up (higher frequency) or slightly
down (lower frequency). An optimal angle and frequency in the midrange will result
in vibrations felt lower down towards the abdomen. It requires practice and skill to
use the Flutter® in positions other than sitting. Because of the complexity of the
technique, children may need supervision to use the Flutter® effectively.
B. Acapella®
To use the Acapella®, the mouthpiece should be placed in the mouth and a tight seal
formed with the lips. The patient should inspire to approx ½ to ¾ of total lung
capacity. The breath should be held for 2-3 seconds. The patient should then exhale
actively, but not forcefully through the Acapella® for 3-4 seconds. This is repeated
10-20 times followed by huffing/coughing. The patient should suppress the urge to
cough until the end of each cycle. The cycle is repeated until good clearance is
achieved.
The Acapella® produces a PEP range of 7-35 cmH20, and a frequency of airflow
oscillation of 0-30Hz. Adjusting the dial clockwise increases the resistance of the
vibrating orifice, which will allow the patient to exhale at a lower flow rate and with
increased PEP. The Acapella® is not gravity-dependent and can be used in any body
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position.
C. RC Cornet®
The RC Cornet® can be held at any angle during treatment, so it may be used with the
patient in sitting or in recumbent positions. The patient is to create a firm seal around
the mouthpiece with their lips. This is followed by inspiration to approx ½ to ¾ total
lung capacity, followed by expiration through the device. This is repeated 8-10 times
before huffing/coughing. The patient should suppress the urge to cough until the end
of each cycle. The cycles should be repeated for approximately 15 minutes or until
good clearance is achieved.
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Appendix 7: Six-minute walk test protocol
The six-minute walk test (6MWT) should be conducted according to American
Thoracic Society guidelines [335], from which this protocol is adapted.
The primary outcome of the 6MWT is distance walked. However, it is recommended
pulse rate, oxygen saturation and perceived level of breathlessness is also recorded at
the beginning and the end of the test as they provide important clinical information.
Pulse oximetry may be performed continuously throughout the test to evaluate the
degree of exercise-induced desaturation.
Equipment and setting
The equipment required for a 6MWT is:
•

25 m walking track, marked each 5m

•

stopwatch

•

pulse oximeter

•

Borg scale

•

recording sheet on a clipboard

•

cones to mark the turn-around points

The test should be performed indoors, preferably in a wide corridor with minimal
traffic. It is recommended the course be 30 metres in length; however other studies
have shown the same outcomes with distances of 20 – 29 metres so it may depend on
availability of space. There should be visible lines or markers at the beginning and the
end of the course and it is helpful if there is some reference for the patient at certain
points along the course.
It is recommended that the six minute walk test (6MWT) is performed at the same
time of the day on each testing occasion and should be performed without a warm-up
period. If the patient is routinely prescribed bronchodilators prior to exercise this
should be administered prior to the test but note this in the assessment documentation.
If the patient is receiving oxygen therapy this should be continued throughout the test
at the same flow rate – if it is increased through the test due to desaturation this
should also be noted on the assessment sheet.
Safety
It is recommended that there be a chair available in case the patient needs to rest
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during the test and you should have easy access to oxygen supplies and emergency
assistance staff if required. The ATS recommends that the person performing the test
should have training in CPR. Reasons for immediately stopping a 6MWT include the
following: (1) chest pain, (2) intolerable dyspnea, (3) leg cramps, (4) staggering, (5)
diaphoresis, and (6) pale or ashen appearance, (7) SpO2 <80%.
Procedure
The patient should remain sitting 10 minutes prior to commencing the walk test to
allow for baseline measures to be recorded. Pulse rate, oxygen saturation and
perceived breathlessness on the Borg scale should be recorded with the patient at rest.
The instructions given to the patient prior to commencing the test should be
standardised and the verbal encouragement throughout the test should be minimal and
standardised. The following is recommended by the ATS [335]:
‘The object of this test is to walk as far as possible for 6 minutes. You will walk back
and forth in this hallway. Six minutes is a long time to walk, so you will be exerting
yourself. You will probably get out of breath or become exhausted. You are permitted
to slow down, to stop, and to rest as necessary. You may lean against the wall whilst
resting, but resume walking as soon as you are able. You will be walking back and
forth at the finish and start marks. You should pivot briskly and continue back the
other way without hesitation. Now I’m going to show you. Please watch the way I
turn without hesitation’.
Demonstrate walking one lap yourself. ‘Walk and pivot around the course briskly.
Are you ready to do that? I am going to use this counter to keep track of the number
of laps you complete. I will click it each time you turn around the starting line.
Remember the object is to walk as FAR AS POSSIBLE for 6 minutes, but don’t jog
or run. Start now or whenever you are ready.’
Avoid walking with the patient during the test as this will influence the pacing of the
patient. The encouragement provided during the six minutes also needs to be
standardised. The following phrases are suggested by the ATS
At one minute: “You are doing well. You have 5 minutes to go.”
At two minutes: “Keep up the good work you have 4 minutes to go.”
At three minutes: “You are doing well. You are half-way done.”
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At four minutes: “Keep up the good work you only have 2 minutes to go.”
With one minute remaining: “You are doing well. You only have one minute to go.”
If the patient stops during the test let them know that they are able to lean against the
wall if they need to, then continue walking whenever they feel able. Do not stop the
timer. If the patient stops before the six minutes is up and refuses to keep walking
then discontinue the test, note the time and the reason for the patient stopping on the
assessment sheet.
With 15 seconds to go, inform the patient the time is almost up – let them know you
will shout “stop” when the time is up and the patient should stop right where they are.
At the conclusion of the test, patients should rate their degree of breathlessness on the
Borg scale and repeat measures of oxygen saturation, pulse rate and perceived
breathlessness should be recorded. Ask the patient what they perceived to be the main
limitation to the distance covered – breathing, legs or other symptoms. Congratulate
the patient on a good effort.
It is recommended that two 6MWTs separated by at least 15 minutes are performed to
ensure that a maximum result is achieved.
The Borg scale of perceived breathlessness [336]:
0
Nothing at all
1
Very slight
2
Slight (light)
3
Moderate
4
Somewhat severe
5
Severe (heavy)
6
7
Very severe
8
9
10
Very, Very, severe (maximal)
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Appendix 8: Three-minute step test protocol
Equipment
•

Standard 6 inch (15 cm) step

•

Stopwatch

•

Metronome

•

Pulse oximeter

•

Borg scale

•

A non-stick mat is optional and may be advised if the patient has any lower limb
joint pain

Safety
Oxygen saturation should be recorded continually and the test ceased if saturation
drops below 80% (or as indicated by respiratory physician).
Procedure
Set the metronome to 120 beats per minute, giving a stepping rate of 30 steps per
minute.
The test should be explained to the patient prior to commencement. Patients should be
given opportunity to practise the technique, rhythm and timing of stepping to the
metronome and the technique for changing the leading leg should be demonstrated.
Allow adequate time for return to resting pulse rate and oxygen saturation levels
following practice. The patient should be told that they can stop the test at any time if
they are unable to continue.
Baseline pulse rate, oxygen saturations and Borg breathlessness rating should be
recorded prior to commencing the test. To reduce the interference when stepping, tape
the oxygen probe lead to the forearm.
Standard encouragement should be given at 1, 1.5 and 2 minutes. ‘You are one minute
/ half way / two minutes through the test and you are doing well’.
At the conclusion of the test, record the lowest value of SpO2 and the highest value of
pulse rate and note the times these occur. Ask the patient to rate their perceived
breathlessness on the Borg scale. If the patient stops stepping or the test is stopped
before the three minutes is completed, record the duration of stepping, number of
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steps, reason for stopping as well as pulse rate and saturation at the time of stopping.

Appendix 9: Modified shuttle test protocol
The modified shuttle test is a 15 level walk/run shuttle test performed at increasing
speeds back and forth on a 10 metre course with an audio signal to indicate the times
the marker cones should be reached.
Equipment
•

Shuttle tape (available from Dr Sally Singh, Dept of Respiratory Medicine,
Glenfield Hospital NHS Trust, Groby Road, Leicester LE3 9QP, UK)

•

Pulse oximeter

•

Borg scale

•

recording sheet on a clipboard

•

cones to mark the turn-around points

Procedure
Patients should be familiarised with the procedure by conducting a practice test.
Baseline measures should be taken prior to commencing the test and these should
include resting pulse rate, oxygen saturation and perceived level of breathlessness
using the Borg breathlessness scale. These measures should be repeated at the
completion of the test. If you need to determine levels of desaturation the probe
should remain on the patient throughout the test with the lead taped to their forearm to
reduce interference. If the patient voluntarily stops the test, document the reason why,
for example pain, breathlessness or other.
There should be standardised verbal encouragement at the end of each level: “good,
keep going, you are doing well” and remind them they can run at any time if they
need to keep up the beeps.
The patient should continue the test until they are unable to do so or fail to maintain
the set pace (0.5m away from the cone when the beep sounds).
The distance covered should be recorded at the end of the test. Pulse rate, oxygen
saturation and perceived level of breathlessness using the Borg breathlessness scale
should also be recorded
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Appendix 10: Musculoskeletal Screening Tool
A. Does pain limit your functional activities on more than two occasions per
week?
No
Yes - VAS/10_________
Source
Thoracic
Lumbar
Other________________
B Bone Mineral Density
Not applicable
Normal
Z score < -1
Z score < -2
# in last 12 months, site and mechanism__________________
C Thoracic kyphosis? (√ for Yes)
Head to wall
Radial styloid to wall
Clasp hands behind back with wrists together
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Appendix 11: Pelvic floor exercises for people with CF
1. Teach patients ‘the knack’ to protect them from leaking during increased load
to the pelvic floor during coughing, huffing, sneezing, laughing etc.
‘The knack’ is a contraction of the pelvic floor (a form of bracing of the pelvic floor)
prior to any activity that increases pelvic floor loading. This should become a lifelong
habit similar to the lifting strategy of bending the knees and keeping the back straight
during heavy lifting to prevent back injury.
2. Teach patients to carry out strength and endurance training of the pelvic floor
and lower abdominal muscles. These should be taught to those who experience
leaking during sneezing, nose blowing, coughing and huffing.
Instructions for the patient:
•

Pull the pelvic floor up towards the diaphragm

•

Hold for 3-5 seconds

•

While holding, superimpose three quick contractions – ‘pull up, up,up’

Dosage is 3 x 10 sets per day.
3. Teach optimal positioning for airway clearance therapy
Airway clearance should be carried out in positions that enhance pelvic floor function
(Sapsford et al 2006).
In sitting, the lumbar spine should be held in a neutral or extended position to help
lower abdominal and pelvic floor muscle activity to provide maximum protection
against urinary leaking during all forms of airway clearance therapy.
If airway clearance is done sitting on a chair, the feet should be flat on the floor with
a 90° angle at the hips and knees to further improve pelvic floor control and guarding
against leaking during physiotherapy treatment.
Use “the knack” (pre-contraction) and “straighten the back” before increasing stress
to the pelvic floor including during huffing and coughing regardless of the
circumstances. If leaking feels imminent apply manual pressure over the pelvic floor
region or cross the legs if in a standing position.
Patients who continue to have a problem with bladder and bowel control need to be
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referred to a specialist continence physiotherapist for a course of treatment.
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